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ABSTRACT
Discriminatory language and biases are often present in hate speech
during conversations, which usually lead to negative impacts on
targeted groups such as those based on race, gender, and religion.
To tackle this issue, we propose an approach that involves a two-
step process: �rst, detecting hate speech using a classi�er, and
then utilizing a debiasing component that generates less biased or
unbiased alternatives through prompts. We evaluated our approach
on a benchmark dataset and observed reduction in negativity due
to hate speech comments. The proposed method contributes to the
ongoing e�orts to reduce biases in online discourse and promote a
more inclusive and fair environment for communication.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the era of social media and online platforms, communication
and idea exchange have reached at its peak. Despite many bene-
�ts, these platforms also facilitate the spread of hate speech and
o�ensive language. Hate speech often contains biases, perpetuat-
ing stereotypes and discriminatory language, which exacerbates
the negative impact of such content on di�erent targeted groups
(based on race, gender, religion) [9]. Addressing these biases is a
crucial step towards developing unbiased text processing systems
and fostering healthy online interactions.
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In this paper, we propose a debiasing technique that leverages
language generation and in-context prompting [13] to minimize
the in�uence of lexical biases. A prompt is an instruction usually
consisting of a few words or sentences that provide context or
constraints for the model to follow . The method works by �rst
detecting hate speech using a classi�er, then employing a debiasing
component that generates less biased alternatives through incorpo-
rating context-aware prompts designed to reduce the presence of
biased language patterns.

We evaluate our approach on benchmark dataset and demon-
strate its e�ectiveness in debiasing hate speech texts. The results
show a classi�er accuracy of 95% and debiasing accuracy of 89%,
along with a notable reduction in negative sentiment within hate
speech comments. This method contributes to the ongoing e�orts
to reduce biases in online discourses.

2 RELATEDWORK
Bias in language models and embeddings is a broad and subjective
topic [19] . Research has identi�ed gender bias in popular embed-
dings such as GloVe and Word2Vec [5] and quanti�ed biases using
the word embedding association test (WEAT) [6] [15]. E�orts have
been made to reduce biases in Transformer-based language models
like BERT and GPT-3 [4] and in conversational AI systems [3].

Hate speech refers to the use of derogatory, abusive or threat-
ening language towards individuals or groups based on their race,
ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual orientation or any other character-
istic. Several studies have focused on developing machine learning
models for detecting hate speech in text [7]. One work [20] presents
a dataset, HOLISTIC BIAS, which consists of nearly 600 descriptor
terms across 13 di�erent demographic axes. The work demonstrates
that this dataset is highly e�ective for measuring previously unmea-
surable biases in token likelihoods and generations from language
models, as well as in an o�ensiveness classi�er.

Another work [12] quanti�es sentiment bias through individual
and group fairness metrics [19] and proposes embedding and sen-
timent prediction-derived regularization on the language model’s
latent representations. The role of individual neurons and attention
heads in mediating gender bias across three datasets designed to
gauge a model’s sensitivity to gender bias are also studied [21].

A related paper [14] describes metrics for measuring political
bias in language generation and proposes a reinforcement learn-
ing framework for mitigating political biases in generated text.
StereoSet [16], a large-scale natural English dataset to measure
stereotypical biases in four domains: gender, profession, race, and
religion, is presented and it is shown that popular models like BERT,
GPT-2, RoBERTa, and XLnet exhibit strong stereotypical biases.
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A novel approach to mitigate gender disparity in text generation
by learning a fair model during knowledge distillation is presented
in a study [11] and two modi�cations based on counterfactual
role reversal are proposed—modifying teacher probabilities and
augmenting the training set. A related work [1] shows that GPT-3,
a state-of-the-art contextual language model, captures persistent
Muslim-violence bias, demonstrating that it appears consistently
and creatively in di�erent uses of the model. These biases become
even severe compared to biases about other religious groups.

Prompt engineering has recently emerged as a promising ap-
proach to mitigate biases in language models [13] . In the context
of hate speech detection, few-shot learning [2] can be useful in
scenarios where there is limited labeled data available for a particu-
lar language or dialect. Recent studies [2] have shown promising
results in using few-shot learning for hate speech detection, which
is also a motivation. In this work, we use the OPT based model for
debiasing but we introduce fairness aware prompts to achieve the
goal of debiasing the texts.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Hate speech classi�er
We utilize the BERT [8] for building an e�cient hate speech de-
tection. The input to the BERT encoder consists of tokenized text
sequences with special tokens [CLS] and [SEP] for classi�cation and
separation. The output from the BERT encoder is passed through
a SoftMax layer to provide a probability distribution for the text
being classi�ed as hate speech or non-hate speech. The hate speech
classi�er is trained on a labeled dataset using binary cross-entropy
loss as the objective function, which aims to minimize the di�erence
between the predicted probability distribution and the true binary
labels, encouraging the model to accurately classify hate speech
and non-hate speech comments.

3.2 Debiasing model
We use the pre-trained OPT (OpenAI’s Pre-trained Transformer)
[18] model for debiasing hate speech classi�cation. We employ
the few-shot learning with prompts to further re�ne the debiasing
process. Our approach to debiasing through prompts is inspired by
similar works such as [22] , however, we make our own changes
through task-speci�c examples.

To incorporate the debiasing prompts into the OPT model, we
provide the prompt, the input text, resulting in a new input se-
quence. The OPT model processes this combined sequence and
generates the debiased output based on the contextualized em-
beddings of both the prompt and the input text. We adjust the
temperature of the OPT model during inference to control the level
of randomness and diversity in the generated text samples. This
helps to mitigate biases while preserving the overall meaning of
the input text.

3.3 Pipeline
Our pipeline stacks both the hate speech classi�cation and debias-
ingmodels as follows: (i) pass the input text through the hate speech
classi�er to obtain the predicted probability of it being hateful or
non-hateful, and (ii) pass the hateful text through the debiasing

model using few-shot learning with prompts to generate the de-
biased text during the language generation task. This two-stage
approach �rst classi�es the hate content in the input text, and if it
is deemed hateful by the model, then it debiases it. We show our
pipeline approach in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed framework consisting of a classi�er for
hate speech and debiaser with prompt and examples.

4 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
4.1 Dataset
In this study, we utilize the Hate Speech Dataset from a white
supremacy online community [10] . The dataset consists of a di-
verse range of text samples, including both overt and subtle in-
stances of hate speech, posing signi�cant challenges for automated
classi�cation and debiasing models. The dataset contains a total of
10,568 sentences, classi�ed as conveying hate speech or not. The
size of dataset, along with the average sentence length, word count,
and vocabulary size for each class.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of di�erent methods on
the hate speech classi�cation and debiasing tasks.

Method F1 Score ± SD

Classi�er performance
Rule-based 0.60 ± 0.03
SVM 0.70 ± 0.02
BERT-d 0.90 ± 0.04
RoBERTa-HS 0.92 ± 0.01
Proposed 0.95 ± 0.05

Debiasing performance
Debiased with zero-shot learning 0.86 ± 0.02
Debiased with few-shot learning (5) 0.88 ± 0.03
Debiased with few-shot learning (10) 0.89 ± 0.02

• HATE: Sentences: 1,119, Sentence length: 20.39 ± 9.46, Word
count: 24,867, Vocabulary: 4,148.

• NOHATE: Sentences: 8,537, Sentence length: 15.15 ± 9.16, -
Word count: 144,353, - Vocabulary: 13,154.

In this study, we address the class imbalance problem in our
dataset by using a hybrid approach combining under-sampling
and over-sampling. We start by randomly removing instances from
the ’NOHATE’ class to balance the representation. After this, we
augment the ’HATE’ class byduplicating instances using a method
like SMOTE. This ensures both classes are equally represented,
improving our model’s ability to learn from both hate speech and
non-hate speech instances.

4.2 Hyperparameters and Evaluation
We �ne-tuned the BERT model for hate speech classi�cation to
develop an e�cient and accurate classi�er. For the debiaser model,
we use the GPT-2 -small model with 117M parameters. We tuned
the model temperature (0.1 - 1.0) in our debiaser model to balance
diversity in the generated text samples [17]. Additionally, we uti-
lized few-shot learning with prompts to further re�ne the debiasing
process. We used 5 and 10 examples per category in our few-shot
learning experiments. For the classi�cation task and to train the
whole pipeline, we used 3 epochs, optimizing the parameters using
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5, weight decay of
0.5 and an epsilon value of 1e-8. We searched a grid of hyperpa-
rameters, including batch sizes of 4, 8, and 16, 32, 64 . We limited
the input sequences to 128 (subword) tokens and trained the model
in batches of 16 (to avoid out-of-memory issues). We employ F1
score (by calculating the harmonic mean precision and recall) and
accuracy. For training, we used Google Colab Pro, which provided
access to an NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU with 16 GB of memory.

4.3 Performance Evaluation
Table 1 presents the results of our proposed method for mitigating
biases in hate speech classi�cation. The classi�er’s performance
is evaluated using F1-score metrics. Further, we introduce a novel
measure - the bias score - to assess the e�ectiveness of our debiasing
model.

In this study, our classi�er generates a quanti�able bias score
for each text, re�ecting the degree of hate speech bias. Each text

is scored both before and after the debiasing process. A decrease
in this bias score post-debiasing is indicative of successful bias
mitigation. This metric provides us a way to numerically gauge the
e�ectiveness of our proposed debiasing model.

The results shows that the proposed method achieves the high-
est F1 score of about 95%, outperforming all other classi�cation
methods. Moreover, the debiasing performance of the proposed
method with few-shot learning and prompts achieves an impres-
sive F1 score of 89%, with a low standard deviation. This indicates
that the proposed method can e�ectively mitigate biases in hate
speech classi�cation.

To evaluate the performance of the debiaser model, we conducted
experiments with zero-shot and then 5 and 10 prompts with exam-
ples, respectively. The results show that using few-shot learning
with prompts improves the F1 score compared to zero-shot learning.
This indicates that the model is better able to mitigate biases in the
input text with the guidance of a few examples. This technique has
the potential to enhance the performance of the debiasing model
further with more diverse and relevant prompt examples, which
could be explored in future work.

Classi�cation performance: Next, we show the performance
of the classi�er model on a sample of 100 examples and report the
results in Figure 2. We observe in the Figure 2, the model has made

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for hate speech detection.

45 true positive predictions, 5 false positive predictions, and 35
true negative predictions. The false negative count is 15. The high
true positive rate indicates that the model is correctly identifying a
majority of the hate speech sentences, while the low false positive
rate indicates that the model is not incorrectly labeling non-hate
speech sentences as hate speech. However, the false negative count
is 15, indicating that there is still room for improvement in correctly
identifying all instances of hate speech. Since, these results are
based on a sample of 100 instances and may not be representative
of the model’s performance on a larger dataset. Further evaluation
and tuning of the model may be necessary to improve its overall
performance.
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Table 2: Performance comparison of original and debiased
data on the hate speech classi�cation task.

Metrics Original Data Debiased Data

Classi�er performance
Hate Speech Detection Ac-
curacy

85% 83%

False Positives Rate 20% 12%
False Negatives Rate 15% 17%
Debiasing performance
Bias Score* 65% 35%
Reduction in Bias Score - 30%
*Bias score represents the degree of bias in the model, with a higher

percentage indicating more bias. In this case, it’s a measure of how much
the model is biased towards incorrectly classifying certain non-hateful

speech as hate speech.

Debiasing Performance: To further measure the e�ectiveness
of our debiasing method, we measure and compare a range of
performance metrics before and after debiasing. We �rst train our
classi�er on the original, biased dataset, and calculate the bias score.
We then apply our debiasing process to the data, train the classi�er
on the debiased dataset, and again calculate the bias score. The
change in the bias score serves as an indication of the e�ectiveness
of our debiasing method.

As shown in Table 2, our debiasing method successfully reduced
the bias score by 30%, from 65% to 35%. This indicates a signif-
icant reduction in the model’s inclination to misclassify certain
non-hateful speech as hateful. However, these improvements were
accompanied by a slight decrease in hate speech detection accuracy,
with the accuracy dropping from 85% to 83%. Additionally, there
was a slight increase in the false negatives rate, which rose from 15%
to 17%. These �ndings suggest that the debiasing caused slightly
less accuracy in identifying the hateful speech. On the other hand,
the false positives rate decreased from 20% to 12%, indicating an
improvement in correctly identifying non-hateful speech .

5 CONCLUSION
We propose a hate speech classi�er and debiaser that employs
prompts to generate less biased alternatives. Our approach �rst
detects hate speech using a classi�er and then utilizes a debiasing
component that generates less or no biased alternatives. Our pro-
posed approach has some limitations. One limitation is the size and
quality of the available training data, which may not be su�cient
to cover all possible scenarios. Another limitation is the need for
�ne-tuning of the language model, which may require additional
resources and expertise. Furthermore, the e�ectiveness of our ap-
proach may be a�ected by the quality of the underlying language
model used for generating alternative text. Nonetheless, further re-
search is needed to address the complex issue of online hate speech
and biased language comprehensively.
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ABSTRACT
In 2019, UNICEF and ITU launched the Giga initiative to connect
all unconnected schools in the world to the Internet in accordance
with the sustainable development goal of providing quality educa-
tion and lifelong learning. Surprisingly, the location of schools is
not well documented in many parts of the developing world. In this
work, we propose SchoolFinder, a computer-vision-based system
that can identify schools from satellite imagery. The backbone of
SchoolFinder is a data-centric adaptation of the state-of-the-art
object detection algorithm for localizing schools from satellite im-
agery. Using an extensive ground-truth data set from Sudan that
was hand-annotated via a �eld survey, we show that SchoolFinder
can detect 90% of the school locations correctly. We have also inte-
grated SchoolFinder with a well-known road-inference framework
to identify the road network around school locations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Quality Education is one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
established by the United Nations [40] to ensure inclusive and equi-
table quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities
for all.1 According to the Sustainable Development Goals Report
2022 [41], during the COVID-19 pandemic, approximately 147 mil-
lion children around the world missed over half of in-person in-
struction and 50% of primary schools globally lack access to the
Internet. The report also highlights that recovering from the pan-
demic will require a signi�cant investment in school infrastructure
and services.

To tackle this challenge, UnitedNations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) launched a
joint initiative called Giga [7], which aims at connecting the uncon-
nected schools in the world to the Internet to help bridge the digital
divide in the world by 2030. One of the key components of this
initiative is having access to accurate data about school locations.
However, for many countries such as Sudan, school location records
are often inaccurate, incomplete, or non-existent. Speci�cally, in
Sudan, it is assumed that there are 20,000-25,000 schools across the
country [29]. However, the majority of these school locations are
not clearly documented. Traditional methods of the �eld visit and
mapping of the school locations are not only heavily expensive but
also do they prove impractical as some schools are located in remote,

1https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal4
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inaccessible, and insecurity-prone areas. Open data sources such as
the OpenStreetMap (OSM)2 could be very useful in some areas but
it has little-to-no data in many developing countries. Alternatively,
there has been signi�cant progress in AI-based techniques includ-
ing object and infrastructure detection and mapping from satellite
imagery [11, 17]. However, applicability, generalizability, and scal-
ability of such techniques on satellite imagery in the context of
school detection and mapping at scale, especially in developing
countries, have not yet been explored fully, which is indeed the gap
that inspires this paper.

The aim of this study is to develop and deploy an AI model
to accurately and comprehensively identify school locations from
high resolution satellite imagery. To achieve this goal, we follow a
data-centric modeling approach as described in [44]. Speci�cally,
we iterate between data curation and model training steps to attain
an optimal, unbiased, and fair school detection model. Our best
model achieves a precision of 88.4% and a recall of 91.6% on the
validation set. We then demonstrate the applicability of our model
in a real-world deployment through a case study in Sudan where
the developed system, SchoolFinder, is able to detect 90% of the
school locations correctly.

We make the following contributions:
(1) We take a data-centric AI approach to iteratively improve

the performance of a state-of-the-art object detection model,
YOLO, for school location prediction.

(2) We have built a web-based system, SchoolFinder, that, in
principle, can locate a school anywhere in theworld provided
we have a diverse training set.

(3) SchoolFinder can be used as prototype for other initiatives
and tasks tied to SDGs that require the use of satellite im-
agery as a cost-e�cient approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews
the relevant literature, Section 3 introduces the dataset, Section 4
explains the methodology, Section 5 presents the experimental
results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
State-of-the-art methods in computer vision domain leverage on
large labeled image collections such as Places2 [48] or ImageNet [32]
by using various deep learning architectures based on Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) [8, 15, 20, 33, 34, 37]. One of the
key strengths of systems based on deep learning is that they auto-
matically infer a representation of the data suitable for the de�ned
task. For example, the lower layers of deep learning correspond
to a representation suitable for low-level vision tasks while the
higher layers are more domain speci�c [10] and obviates the need
for pre-de�ned feature engineering like SIFT [27]. Also, it is very
common to use pre-trained weights of these large models for classi-
�cation and detection purposes when there is not enough training
examples or computational resources are insu�cient.

Even though deep CNNs became popular initially for the image
classi�cation task, their capabilities were quickly transferred to
the other tasks such as object detection. Early attempts in object
detection used a set of bounding boxes and masked regions as input
to the CNN architecture to incorporate shape information into the
2https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Figure 1: Image grids for rural (left) and urban (right) areas

classi�cation process to perform object localization [5, 8, 38, 39].
Later on, end-to-end techniques based on shared computation of
convolutions for simultaneous detection and localization of the
objects [3, 9, 13, 14, 24, 30, 31, 33].

Remote sensing community has followed these trends closely
and adopted the notion of large-scale satellite imagery datasets
such as xView [21], DOTA [45], DIOR [22], and FAIR1M [36] as
well as deep learning-based object detection models [1, 4, 12, 22, 25,
26, 47]. However, accurate building detection from satellite imagery
at scale remains to be a challenging task, which makes detecting
speci�c building types (i.e., schools) even more challenging. To
this end, the closest works to our study have been presented in
[19, 28] where the school mapping problem was formulated as a
tile-level image classi�cation task. While this formulation leads to
a relatively easy solution, it ignores the most crucial component of
the mapping problem: localization. In addition, classi�cation-based
solution su�ers from too many false positives and negatives and
requires substantial human e�ort for veri�cation and localization
of the results. Therefore, in this study, we approach the problem
directly as an object detection task.

3 DATASET
This section elaborates on the satellite imagery acquisition and
ground-truth school annotation tasks for our case study in Sudan.

3.1 Satellite Imagery
We systematically divide the entire Sudan area into 600m ⇥ 600m
grids, which correspond to 1000 ⇥ 1000-pixel extent high-resolution
satellite image tiles at 0.6m spatial resolution. This process yields a
total of 5,694,227 grids for the entire country. However, majority
of the grids correspond to desert areas with no human settlement
data, let alone schools (see Figure 1 for rural vs. urban area com-
parison). Therefore, we collect human settlement data for Sudan
from multiple sources including Google’s Open Buildings3 [35],
UN OCHA country o�ce in Sudan4, Geo-Referenced Infrastructure
and Demographic Data for Development5, and Kontur, a geospatial
data and real-time risk management solutions provider for business,
government and humanitarian organizations.6 In addition, we use
land use and land cover maps from the European Space Agency
(ESA)7, ESRI8, and DynamicWorld dataset9 [2] to delineate built-up

3https://sites.research.google/open-buildings
4https://data.humdata.org/
5https://grid3.org/
6https://www.kontur.io/
7https://esa-worldcover.org/en
8https://livingatlas.arcgis.com/landcover/
9https://dynamicworld.app/

https://www.openstreetmap.org/
https://sites.research.google/open-buildings
https://data.humdata.org/
https://grid3.org/
https://www.kontur.io/
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Figure 2: Selected grids (green areas) using human settlement
and land cover/land use data from multiple sources

Figure 3: Example image tiles containing school buildings

areas from the rest of the images. Then, we collate all these geospa-
tial data to �lter only for the grids that contain human settlement
areas, which results in a signi�cantly reduced number of 1,282,586
grids as highlighted in Figure 2. Finally, using the selected grids,
we download high-resolution satellite images with 0.6m spatial res-
olution from MAXAR’s imagery archive under NextView license.10
The imagery is collected from WorldView-3 sensor and composited
with R, G, and B bands using natural composite method.

3.2 Ground-Truth School Locations
We obtained about 7,000 school locations (i.e., geo-coordinates)
that were collected through a GPS �eld exercise in Sudan. We used
these reference school locations to identify the relevant subset of
satellite image tiles with schools and further inspected these images
to annotate schools with bounding boxes as ground truth data.
To this end, annotators were informed about the popular school
building/compound design for primary and secondary schools in
Sudan, which mostly follows the following principles: Three main
buildings are usually noticed with the classroom building in the
center and two other buildings set one on each side at 90° to the
classroom building. The three main buildings have access verandas
at the front. Additionally, there may be a playground, a kitchen, a
separate store, a borehole, and a hand-pump inside the school area.
Figure 3 depicts sample image tiles containing school locations.

Data labeling and label review process takes most of the data
preparation time. We used data annotation toolkits such as La-
belbox11 and MakeSense12 to systematically label schools with
bounding box annotations. To this end, six di�erent annotators

10https://hiu.state.gov/imagery/NextViewLicense.txt
11https://labelbox.com/
12https://www.makesense.ai/

Figure 4: Methodology overview

annotated 6,704 image tiles with schools, taking a total of 48 hours.
A review process was then carried out to verify and determine
annotation agreement between the annotators. This took a total of
14 hours. Out of 6,704 image annotations, 6,554 were in agreement,
yielding a percentage agreement score of 0.98 (i.e., 98%).

4 METHOD
This section outlines the model development work�ow and deep
learning framework adopted to detect school locations in RGB
high-resolution satellite imagery, as depicted in Figure 4. Since our
objective is to develop a model that can optimally account for the
small-scale objects while also warranting run-time e�ciency, we
experimented with the popular YOLOv5 model architecture [18] to
detect and localize schools.

Building successfully upon the previous versions of YOLO [30],
YOLOv5 is considered an advanced object detector that achieves
top performances on popular object detection benchmarks such
as Pascal VOC [6] and Microsoft COCO [23] object detection chal-
lenges. Figure 5 illustrates the network architecture of YOLOv5.
YOLOv5 is a useful choice of object detector because it incorporates
the cross stage partial network (CSPNet) [42], which addresses the
problem of repeated gradient information in large-scale backbones
and integrates the gradient changes into the feature map, hence
decreasing the parameters and FLOPS (�oating-point operations
per second) of the model.

YOLOv5 also boosts information �ow by employing path aggre-
gation network (PANet) [43], which adopts the feature pyramid
network (FPN) structure with enhanced bottom-up path and im-
proves the propagation of low-level features. The PANet utilizes
the adaptive feature pooling to link feature grid and feature scale
levels to allow valuable information in each feature level to prop-
agate directly to the adjoining subnetwork. PANet also increases
object localization accuracy using enhanced localization signals
in lower layers. The head of YOLOv5 which is the YOLO layer,
creates 3 distinct sizes of feature maps (18⇥18, 36⇥36, 72⇥72) to
accomplish multi-scale [46] predictions, enabling the model to cope
with varying object sizes of school location features.

These unique features of YOLOv5 do not only ensure high infer-
ence speed and accuracy, but also reduces the model architecture
size, and hence, the memory footprint. Speed and accuracy are
paramount for our case study as we aim to perform school lo-
cation detection at a country-wide scale from millions of image
tiles. For this reason, we opted for YOLOv5 model. We trained the

https://hiu.state.gov/imagery/NextViewLicense.txt
https://labelbox.com/
https://www.makesense.ai/
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Figure 5: YOLOv5 architecture (image source: [46])

Table 1: Data split into training and validation sets

Training Validation Total

School 4,178 1,045 5,223
Non-school 4,178 1,045 5,223

Total 8,356 2,090 10,446

model in an end-to-end fashion using pre-processed image tiles
together with their corresponding ground-truth annotations to de-
tect “school” locations. The output of the model comprises school
location bounding boxes with associated loss values and prediction
errors (probabilities).

It is notable that in future, YOLOv5 can be replaced with im-
proved object detectors. Our overall school detection methodol-
ogy is partly agnostic to the choice of object detection algorithm.
Therefore, most of our focus is on making sure that the entire
methodology is sound and rigorous.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Baseline Model
5.1.1 Dataset Split. We further examined the ground truth school
image tiles collected in Section 3.2 and eliminated some uncertain
images and poor quality annotations to reduce the noise, which
left us with 5,223 school images. In order to create a more realistic
dataset, we extended the initial set of school image tiles with addi-
tional image tiles that did not contain any schools. We then divided
the resulting dataset into two splits with 80% for training and 20%
for validation. Consequently, the extended dataset had a total of
8,356 images for training and 2,090 images for validation, evenly
distributed across “school” and “non-school” classes, as summarized
in the Table 1.

5.1.2 Model Training. As discussed in Section 4, we employed
YOLOv5-large network architecture with an input size of 256⇥256.
We used the SGD optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.01.

Figure 6: Example detection results on the validation set

The model was trained for 50 epochs with a batch size of 150. We
performed data augmentations such as image �ipping and rotations.
The resulting model achieved precision, recall, and F1-scores of
0.810, 0.826, and 0.818, respectively, on the validation set (Table 3).
Figure 6 presents some qualitative results from model predictions
on the validation set.

5.1.3 �alitative Analysis. The �rst version of the model made
many false positive predictions when employed to map the entire
Sudan. From our error analysis, we found that the model was mak-
ing mistakes for the following types of images: (i) long rectangular
buildings in industrial zones (Figure 7a), (ii) buildings with fences
(Figure 7b), (iii) agricultural �elds (Figure 7c), and (iv) desert areas
and water bodies (Figure 7d). With these observations in mind, we
move onto the data-centric model development.

5.2 Data-Centric Model Development
AI has traditionally focused on the development of new algorithms
andmethods for training better predictivemodels. Lately, the promise
of deploying AI-based solutions in real-world applications such as
self-driving cars has revealed that AI models are only as good as
their data pipelines. That is, engineering, managing and under-
standing the data that feeds AI models can often matter much
more in practice than modifying training algorithms and model
architectures. Therefore, to produce higher performing AI systems,
data-centric AI [44] suggests focusing on the data pipeline which
typically involves (i) curating a dataset for labeling based on model
performance after every iterative cycle to address the model’s spe-
ci�c weaknesses and (ii) signi�cantly increasing performance with
a relatively small amount of training data.

5.2.1 Data Analysis and Refinement. As per data-centric AI, we re-
investigated the training dataset to sort and categorize the images
based on the structure and patterns of school buildings. The purpose
was to pinpoint which type of school buildings was causing the false
positives as well as to test whether removing a certain category
from training would help reduce false positive predictions.

Through several modeling iterations, we found out that mainly
the following two types of school buildings in the training set
caused most of the false positive predictions: (i) single bar school
buildings (Figure 8a) and (ii) schools that look like regular buildings
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(a) Long rectangular buildings in industrial zones

(b) Non-school buildings with fences

(c) Agricultural �elds

(d) Desert areas and water bodies

Figure 7: Most common mistakes

(Figure 8b). The reason is that there are a lot of non-school build-
ings in Sudan that look similar to those school buildings shown in
Figure 3. So, we removed those types of images from the training
dataset, added some non-school images from areas that were not
present in the initial dataset, trained the models again on the new
dataset, and ran prediction on the same sample region as before.
The new model produced fewer false positives but at the same time,
missed a lot of single bar school buildings. For the model to clearly
distinguish school and non-school buildings that have similar struc-
ture and pattern, it would require a certain amount of such training
samples.

We also checked the labels and found that there were incorrect
and inconsistent labels. So, we cleaned the labels and re-annotated
a few to make them consistent (Figure 8c). We also changed the
bounding box annotation scheme and drew boxes around school
buildings rather than around school fences (Figure 8d). This was
done because the model was producing false positive predictions
on a lot of non-school buildings with fences (Figure 8e), sometimes
even on fences without any buildings in them (Figure 8f).

(a) Single bar school building without (left) and with (right) fence

(b) Schools that look like regular buildings

(c) Correction of wrong labels

(d) Modi�cation of existing bounding box annotation

(e) False positive prediction
of non-school buildings with
fence as school buildings

(f) False positive prediction
of a fence with no building
in it as a school building

Figure 8: Data quality improvement scenarios
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Table 2: Training and validation set splits after data re�ne-
ment

Training Validation Total

School 1,935 491 2,426
Non-school 3,654 917 4,571

Total 5,589 1,408 6,997

Table 3: Comparison of baseline and data-centric models

Precision Recall F1-score mAP@0.5

Baseline 0.810 0.826 0.818 0.777
Data-centric 0.884 0.916 0.900 0.943

As a result of this iterative data re�nement process, we were
left with a total 5,589 images for training and 1,408 images for
validation. As before, the data was split into 80% training and 20%
validation sets. Training set contains 1,935 and 3,654 images for
school and non-school images, respectively, while the validation
set contains 491 and 917 images for school and non-school images,
respectively (Table 2).

5.2.2 Model Training. The �nal model was trained on this new
dataset following the same experimental setup explained before.
The updatedmodel achieved precision, recall, and F1-scores of 0.884,
0.916, and 0.900, respectively, on the validation set, outperforming
the baseline model signi�cantly as shown in Table 3.

5.3 Country-wide Evaluation
We test our school detection model’s performance on all the grids
selected and downloaded across Sudan except for the tiles used for
model training purposes.

5.3.1 Inference Pipeline. As a pre-processing step, 1000⇥1000 im-
ages are sliced into smaller 256⇥256 tiles with 20% overlap between
each tile. The reason for slicing the images into overlapping tiles
is because schools will not always be located at the center of the
256⇥256 tile, and we do not want to miss schools that are situated
at the intersection of multiple tiles.

After the pre-processing step, the model is run on the sliced tiles
to produce output bounding boxes in pixel coordinates for detected
schools. The predicted school locations are then geo-registered us-
ing the geo-coordinate grids for comparison with the ground truth
school location data. Figure 9 shows the visualization of the model
predictions. Blue-colored region is the 1,282,586 satellite image tiles
for Sudan country �ltered and downloaded using human settle-
ment data from di�erent sources and the red-colored dots are the
detected schools while the green-colored dots are the ground truth
school locations. Figure 10 provides a closer look at the predicted
schools in rural and urban areas.

5.3.2 �alitative Assessment & Field Validation. Initial quality as-
sessment of the predicted results with �eld dataset has been carried
out by comparing the predicted results with more than 7,000 school
locations obtained from a �eld campaign. The assessment recorded

Figure 9: Country-wide model prediction results

Figure 10: A closer look at the school detection results in
rural (top) and urban (bottom) areas

more than 90% match with this �eld collected school locations as
shown in Figure 11. A crowdsourced �eld validation programme is
being planned for further validation of the results. For this purpose,
we have developed an interactive online system.
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Figure 11: A region in Sudan illustrating the overlap between
the predicted (red) and ground-truth (yellow) school loca-
tions

5.4 SchoolFinder Demo System
To complement the school mapping e�orts, we developed an inter-
active demo system, SchoolFinder,13 that can be used to explore the
school detection model results for di�erent parts of the globe. The
front-end UI is built on an OSM open source project, iD Editor14
and the back-end is based on Flask, a micro-framework.15 On the
demo interface, a user can scroll and zoom in to any part of the
world map and choose an area of interest within the rectangular
selection box that is overlaid on the map as shown in Figure 12.
Once the area of interest has been chosen, the user can then activate
the detection process which consists of �rst downloading satellite
imagery for the selected area and then running the school detection
model on the image (Figure 12a). Rectangular bounding boxes for
the detected schools are then displayed on the map (pink boxes
in Figure 12b). Using this demo can further facilitate exploration
by enabling a user to visually inspect the model results in new
locations and to validate the model by testing its results in school
areas that are known to them.

Besides the school detection model, the system features a state-
of-the-art road extraction module that automatically detects road
networks [16] within the selected area of interest (green lines in
Figure 12b). Combining the advantages of segmentation-based ap-
proaches with graph-based approaches, the road extraction module
employs a novel encoding scheme called graph-tensor encoding,
which encodes the road graph into a tensor representation. This
encoding scheme allows training a model that can predict the posi-
tions of road network vertices and edges directly from a satellite
image. We envision using the road network information to improve
school mapping performance as future work.

13Available online at https://asm.qcri.org/.
14https://learnosm.org/en/beginner/id-editor/
15https://�ask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.2.x/

(a) System work�ow

(b) System output

Figure 12: SchoolFinder system

6 CONCLUSION
This study aimed to develop a scalable approach, called SchoolFinder,
for locating schools by combining AI models with a web-based,
high-resolution satellite imagery layer. In spite of the varying fea-
tures of school locations in Sudan from rural to urban areas, this
work proved that there are still yet identi�able overhead signatures
common to school locations in Sudan that made it possible to detect
schools from high-resolution satellite imagery with modern deep
learning techniques. Our experimental evaluations also highlight
the importance of data-centric AI for developing and deploying AI
solutions to practical real-world problems.
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ABSTRACT
In pre-clinical health monitoring, estimating physiological signals
from video is a low-cost and convenient tool. Remote photoplethys-
mography (rPPG) involves placing a camera in a remote area to
estimate a person’s heart rate or Blood Volume Pulse (BVP). In this
paper, we propose an attention based deep architecture for rPPG
estimation that assimilate temporal relationship across a sequence
of frames while focusing on the relevant features and regions by ex-
ploiting the inter-pixel relationship of feature maps. Also, we design
a dynamic supervision strategy using frequency and time domain
losses to mitigate over�tting for e�cient estimation of rPPG sig-
nals. The proposed method was evaluated on two publicly available
rPPG datasets (UBFC-rPPG and PURE). The �ndings of this study
demonstrate that promising results can be achieved by enforcing
an adequate balance between time-frequency supervision.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to measure vital signs such as heart rate, oxygen satu-
ration, and related physiological measures can be achieved using
a technique called photoplethysmography (PPG). In this method,
blood volume changes are monitored optically by monitoring light
absorption in tissues. This is usually accomplished with a contact
sensor attached to the skin and requires interaction with the subject
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limiting their usefulness and scalability [6]. In remote photoplethys-
mography (rPPG), on the other hand, the blood volume pulse is
detected by tracking changes in the skin re�ectance using a cam-
era [3, 13] without any contact. This has great potential in many
applications.

A signi�cant improvement in the performance of rPPG tech-
niques has been achieved through advancements in the �elds of
computer video, signal processing, and machine learning [6]. A
number of early rPPG studies focused on �nding signals within the
image that was easier to access and perhaps more robust to nui-
sance variations, such as color over speci�c regions [10] or motion
[1]. Most published rPPG methods work either by applying skin
detection [10, 12] on a certain area in each frame or by selecting
one or multiple regions of interest and track their averages over
time to generate color signals[8, 9].

More advanced performance in rPPG has been achieved by deep
learning to extract either heart rate or the BVP directly from camera
images. They rely on the ability of deep networks to learn which
areas in the image correspond to heart rate. This way, no prior
domain knowledge is incorporated and the system learns rPPG con-
cepts from scratch with capable of learning more robustly through
noise[2, 8, 9, 11]. For example, HR-Net [11] uses a two-stage convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) with a per-frame feature extractor
and an estimator network with an attention mechanism. DeepPhys
[2] is the �rst such end-to-end method to extract heart and breath-
ing rates from videos with attentionmechanism and time-frequency
domain supervision. Similarly, [15] introduce a temporal di�erence
transformer with multi-head self-attention mechanism to explore
long-range spatio-temporal relationship for PPG measurement.

Moreover, temporal and frequency domain supervision have
been employed in the literature [9]. The temporal domain super-
vision includes loss functions like negative Pearsons and mean
square error that only focus on the trends of the signals. These
loss functions are easy to converge. However, the models trained
with time domain loss functions are prone to over�tting [15]. On
the other hand, frequency domain supervision aims to control pe-
riodic features of the predicted signals within a target frequency
band [15]. However, training based on frequency domain loss func-
tion causes deterioration in generalization and thus are considered
inappropriate for real-world application. Therefore, an e�cient
strategy is needed to be adapted for an adequate balance between
time-frequency supervision to alleviate the corresponding issues.

Motivated by the discussion above, we introduced an attention-
based deep architecture for e�cient estimation of heart rate and
rPPG signals. In addition, we propose an intelligent training strategy
by exploiting dynamic supervision to gradually change time and
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Figure 1: Overall work�ow of proposed remote photoplethysmography estimation

frequency domain constraints for intrinsic feature learning. The
contribution of this study is as follows:

• We propose an attention-based deep architecture that assim-
ilates temporal relationships across a sequence of frames
while focusing on the relevant features and regions by ex-
ploiting the inter-pixel relationship of feature maps.

• We also propose a dynamic supervision strategy using fre-
quency and time domain losses to mitigate over�tting for
e�cient estimation of rPPG signals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe the overall structure and work�ow of our proposed
model. In Section III, the experimental setting and experimental
results are presented. We will conclude the paper in Section IV.

2 METHODOLOGY
An overview of the proposed approach for remote photoplethys-
mography estimation is shown in Fig.1. A detailed explanation
of the proposed approach including model architecture and loss
function is presented in this section.

2.1 Remote Photoplethysmography Estimation
The aim of the current study is to measure the heart rate e�ciently
using facial images by exploiting the most relevant information.
Moreover, this study also explores the plausible potential of main-
taining an adequate balance between time and frequency supervi-
sion during training.

The proposed architecture includes a stem comprised of 3D CNN
layers that aim to learn a general representation �B of a sequence
of ) 2 {1, ...C} input facial images. These feature maps (�B ) are
further re�ned via attention modules to extract the most relevant
information for the estimation of rPPG signals. Inspired by [7],
we designed a spatial attention module and a channel attention
module to extract the most relevant information from each frame
in a sequence of ) input images. The architecture of the proposed
attention module is given in Fig.1. Afterward, an rPPG estimator

incorporating 3D CNN, 1D CNN, spatial pooling, and normalization
layers was used to generate 1D rPPG signal. Finally, the heart rate
was computed using power spectral density (PSD) of the predicted
rPPG signal [5].

Additionally, we used frequency domain supervision with com-
plementary temporal domain supervision. We adopted an e�cient
strategy to dynamically scale frequency domain and temporal do-
main losses to mitigate the issues of convergence and over�tting.
The proposed strategy allows the model to e�ciently learn deep
representation while taking trend-level and frequency-level con-
straints into account.

2.2 Attention Mechanism
The selection of relevant and most appropriate regions in facial
frames is indispensable for the e�cient estimation of rPPG signals.
In this paper, we used the channel attention module and spatial
attention module to boost the model performance. The channel
attention module selects the most appropriate kernels and the spa-
tial attention focuses on the salient regions of the feature maps
extracted for each time-stamp of the sequence. The illustration of
both modules is given below.

2.2.1 Channel A�ention. The channel attention learns the weights
for each channel based on its contribution to estimate the target
rPPG signal. The channel attention mask exploits the inter-channel
relationship of the input feature maps �B to generation channel
attention mask �2 . A global average pooling (GAP) operation is
performed on the spatial axis followed by a fully connected layer
and softmax operation to model the relationship between channels.
The generated attention mask is then used to scale each channel
yielding weighted feature maps that carry the most relevant infor-
mation.

2.2.2 Spatial A�ention. The spatial attention module model the
inter-pixel relationship of the feature maps to generate a spatial
attentionmask�B . Therefore, GAP is applied on the channel axis for
dimensionality reduction of the input feature maps. The acquired
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2D feature maps are passed through a convolution layer of a 3 x
3 �lter and a sigmoid layer to obtain the spatial attention mask.
The spatial attention mask is the most crucial part for the e�cient
estimation of rPPG signals as it carries pixel-level information of
the most important regions in the frames.

2.3 Time-Frequency Supervision
In this study, we used time-domain supervision and frequency-
domain supervision to assist the model in learning trends and
periodic features of the target signals. It has been demonstrated
that the gradual increase in frequency constraints mitigates the
issue of over�tting by learning more general features for rPPG
generation[15]. To explore further the impact of time-frequency
supervision, we also adopted an e�ective strategy to control time
and frequency domain constraints dynamically during training
for intrinsic representation learning without over�tting. However,
unlike [15], we explore both incremental and decremental strategies
for time-frequency constraints for a smooth and fast convergence.

Additionally, we adopted label distribution learning strategy to
predict the heart rate (HR) value within a speci�c range ([40, 180]).
For this, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss [4] was computed
between the power spectral density of the predicted signal and the
corresponding sample from normally distributed ground truth HR
values. In addition to KL loss, we also used frequency cross-entropy
loss [9] for frequency-domain supervision. For time-domain super-
vision, we adopted Negative Pearson Loss [14]. The overall loss can
be formulated as

Loverall = U · LNP|   {z   }
Temporal

+ V · (LKL + LCE)|               {z               }
frequency

U =
1

1 + [ (Epochcurrent� (Epochtotal/d ) )/Epochtotal
,

V =
1

1 + [ ( (Epochtotal/d )�Epochcurrent )/Epochtotal

(1)

where, [ and d equal to 0.001 and 3.0, respectively. LNP is the
Negative Pearson loss, LKL is the KL divergence loss and LCE is
the frequency cross entropy loss. The hyperparameter [ is the most
crucial parameter that controls the rate of change and strongly
impacts the model performance.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
3.1 Datasets
We evaluated the proposed rPPG estimationmethod on two publicly
available databases of physiological measurement. These databases
include UBFC-rPPG, and PURE. UBFC-rPPG database includes
uncompressed facial videos of 42 subjects with recorded PPG and
heart rate data. For signi�cant induction of variability in heart rate,
a mathematical puzzle was carried out by subjects during recording.
UBFC-rPPG does not include prede�ned folds for training and test
sets. Therefore, we adopted �ve-fold cross-validation to match the
evaluation protocols of [5].PURE database comprises physiological
data with facial images from 10 subjects. The data were acquired
during 6 di�erent activities (steady, talking, slow translation, fast

translation, small rotation, and medium rotation). PURE also comes
with prede�ned splits of training and test set.

3.2 Pre-rocessing
We �rst used a face detector on video frames to estimate the bound-
ing box around the face [16]. The bounding box region for the face
is estimated for each frame. A scale bu�er of 10% was added to the
estimated bounding box before resizing. We �nally scale each frame
to 128 x 128 resolution. For a single sample, 160 consecutive frames
were stacked. During training, random RGB samples with sizes 160
x 128 x128 were used as model inputs. These simple preprocessing
steps were adopted for all three databases.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conducted the experiments on UBFC-rPPG and PURE databases
under di�erent supervision conditions for model evaluation. We
explore the impact of incrementing time constraints and decre-
menting frequency constraints on model performance for heartbeat
estimation. On the contrary, we also evaluated the proposed model
performance with increasing frequency domain constraints and
decreasing time domain constraints.

Table 1 summarises the results of the proposed rPPG estima-
tion model. The evaluation results were obtained for four di�erent
values of [. The [ with a value less than 1 represents an incre-
mental strategy of time domain loss and a decremental strategy
for frequency domain loss. Similarly, [ with a value greater than
1 represents an incremental strategy of time domain loss and a
decremental strategy for frequency domain losses. The 5-fold cross-
validation experiment on the UBFC database yielded an average
mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.2, root mean square error (RMSE)
of 4.8, and Pearson Correlation (PC) coe�cient of 0.96 with a value
of [ = 0.001. Similarly, the experiments on the PURE database also
demonstrate that the gradual decrease in frequency domain losses
yields better performance as compared to incremental strategy.

Figure 2: Visualization of alpha and beta during training
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Table 1: Classi�cation comparison with previously published results

Authors Method
UBFC-rPPG PURE

RMSE MAE PC RMSE MAE PC
Wang et al.[3] CHROM 20.3 10.6 – 17.18 6.23 30.71
De Haan et al.[13] POS 8.3 3.5 0.90 3.14 10.7 0.95
Lee et al.[8] Meta-rPPG 7.4 5.9 0.53 – – –
Gideon et al.[5] Supervised with Saliency 4.6 3.6 0.95 2.6 2.1 0.99

Proposed

3dCNN + Attention [d=0.001] 4.8 3.2 0.96 3.1 2.0 0.99
3dCNN + Attention [d=0.1] 5.1 3.4 0.93 5.7 2.7 0.97
3dCNN + Attention [d=5.0] 4.9 3.3 0.93 6.5 2.4 0.97
3dCNN + Attention [d=10.0] 5.5 3.8 0.92 6.8 3.2 0.96

The visualization of alpha and beta variations for dynamic scal-
ing of time-frequency losses is given in Fig. 2. The value of [ that
controls the rate of change has illustrated a signi�cant impact on
heartbeat estimation. An important implication of the �ndings pre-
sented in Table 1 is that a gradual decrease in frequency constraints
guarantees the extraction of more generalized features right from
the start of training. Similarly, the gradual increase in time domain
constraints eases the model convergence. As the model starts to
learn the intrinsic periodic features of the target PPG signal from the
start, therefore the risk of over�tting with increasing time domain
constraints alleviates during training. In addition, the experimental
�ndings also illustrate that the proposed attention mechanism also
contributed e�ciently to learning the most relevant features for
rPPG estimation.

The current �ndings add substantially to our understanding
of training rPPG estimation models with suitable scaling of time-
frequency losses. Table 1 also presents the comparison of our pro-
posed method with relevant studies. The study has con�rmed that
the proposed method outperforms the conventional rPPG estima-
tion methods of CHROM[3] and POS[13]. The e�cacy of the pro-
posed scaling method is also justi�able by comparing the results
with popular deep learning methods of rPPG measurement [5, 8].
Taken together, the �ndings of this study suggest that an adequate
balance between time-frequency supervision is important to train
a model for e�cient estimation of rPPG signals.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an attention-based deep model with ade-
quate equilibrium between time-frequency supervision for rPPG
estimation.We demonstrated that the gradual decrease in frequency
domain constraints enables the model to learn more generalized fea-
tures for heartbeat prediction, improves model convergence speed,
and mitigates the issue of over�tting. This research extends our
knowledge of improving the generalizability of the rPPG estimation
model by enforcing a su�cient balance between time-frequency
supervision.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change and political unrest in certain regions of the

world are imposing extreme hardship on many communities and
are forcing millions of vulnerable populations to abandon their
homelands and seek refuge in safer lands. As international laws are
not fully set to deal with the migration crisis, people are relying on
networks of exploiting smugglers to escape the devastation in order
to live in stability. During the smuggling journey, migrants can be-
come victims of human tra�cking if they fail to pay the smuggler
and may be forced into coerced labor. Government agencies and
anti-tra�cking organizations try to identify the tra�cking routes
based on stories of survivors in order to gain knowledge and help
prevent such crimes. In this paper, we propose a system called Nar-
rative to Trajectory (N2T+), which extracts trajectories of tra�cking
routes. N2T+ uses Data Science and Natural Language Processing
techniques to analyze tra�cking narratives, automatically extract
relevant location names, disambiguate possible name ambiguities,
and plot the tra�cking route on a map. In a comparative evalua-
tion we show that the proposed multi-dimensional approach o�ers
signi�cantly higher geolocation detection than other state of the
art techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Both climate change and political unrest can lead to lack of

resources, poverty, and instability that can force certain populations
of a�ected areas to depart from their homeland and seek refuge in
far away places. Since they lack proper documentation to legally
enter non-neighboring countries, these migrants rely on a network
of smugglers to facilitate their journey during which many human
rights are violated. In addition, the smuggling process is a highly
pro�table money laundering business in which the migrant pays
an exorbitant amount of money to the tra�ckers in order to be
secretly moved from one location to another [12].

The Department of Economics and Social A�airs in the United
Nations (UN) created a list of 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) for peace and prosperity for all people. These goals provide
an urgent call for action by all UN member countries that specif-
ically target sustainability and development for underdeveloped
countries [11]. Three out of the 17 SDGs target human tra�ck-
ing (HT) thus making it easier for anti-tra�cking organizations
to address this "grave human rights violation" [11]. SDG 5 aims to
"achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls" (forced
sex exploitation, a form of HT violates this goal). SDG 8 aims to
promote inclusive economic growth and "decent work for all" (un-
paid/underpaid labor, a form of HT violates this goal). SDG 16 aims
to "promote peaceful and inclusive societies" and "provide access
to justice for all" (migrant smuggling across di�erent countries
violates this goal).

Climate change has been setting serious obstacles to various
communities in Far East Asia and in the Paci�c region. "This region
includes 13 out of 30 countries most vulnerable to the impacts
of climate change" [14]. The impacted communities have been
seeing more people fall into poverty and seeking refuge outside
their homeland. In addition, the unrest in some of the Near East
countries, mainly Syria and Lebanon, has led to the displacement
of several million people who have been looking for refuge in safer
non-neighboring countries. In both cases, the migrants often rely
on a network of criminal smugglers to facilitate their movement
and to assist them during their journey. Those who succeed in
reaching their destination must deal with the trauma experienced
throughout their journey, however, not everyone is successful as
there have been several reports of organ harvesting from migrants
who fail to pay the expenses associated with the trip or migrants
losing their lives along the journey before reaching safe haven [5].

It is commonly known that most migrants take the same paths
that others have crossed earlier. These paths are often referred to
as routes of life or death [13]. One way law enforcement agencies
can disrupt migrant tra�cking activities and save the lives of the
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migrants is to predict the route by gaining knowledge about past
tra�cking routes. Non-pro�t organizations can reach out to victims
during their tra�cking routes so that they do not have to endure
the abuse at the hands of their tra�ckers.

Many narratives posted on media and anti-tra�cking organiza-
tions sites contain a varying number of details about the experience
of survivors during their captivity. Those narratives are either writ-
ten by journalists or by members of the humanitarian organizations
following interviews with the survivors. In order to protect the iden-
tity of the victims, most media sites often provide vague location
names of the route travelled by the victims. Very few narratives
tell it all: place of origin, visited places along the transportation
routes, and the destination. We were able to locate articles that
narrate stories of victims and list the location names along the
transportation route in chronological order without disclosing any
personal information of the victims.

Given the overwhelming number of survivor narratives reported
on the internet and since very few of these narratives contain
particular names of places along the transporting routes, it is not
feasible for a human to read each narrative, extract and identify
the location names, and plot on a map the travelled trajectory.
Therefore, it is necessary to create a tool that automatically parses
the narratives, extracts location names, disambiguates these names
if ambiguation is present, and plots the transportation route as
narrated on a map. Such a tool helps the o�cials identify previous
trajectories and gain insight of future routes in order to save the
lives of the vulnerable tra�cked victims.

The complexity of human tra�cking activities requires both
human and machine intelligence to untangle. Using web adver-
tisement as input, Szekely et al. apply Arti�cial Intelligence (AI)
methods to extract telephone numbers of sex laborers, Esfahani et
al. propose a semi-automatic composite model to identify sex traf-
�cking ads, Tong et al. describe the development of a multimodal
deep learning model to identify sex tra�cking ads, and Nagpal et al.
propose an entity resolution pipeline to extract clusters of data with
prior history of human tra�cking activities [7–10]. None of these
works mines location names from the advertisements. Extracting
geographical tags from atypical language models posted on illicit
activities websites is presented in [2] using DARPA MEMEX [4].
The authors describe an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model
that processes human tra�cking advertisements and produces a
set of geolocation names. This approach works only if the pop-
ulation of the extracted location names exceeds 15 thousand. It
does not address ambiguity of location names. Molina-Villegas et al.
describe a geographic name entity recognition and disambiguation
model ⌧#⇢' in Mexican news articles using word embedding and
semantics to develop a Mexican Geoparser[6]. The model achieves
acceptable accuracy in recognizing geographic named entity, but
fails to fully resolve location name ambiguity.

Most of the above referenced works do not mine geographic
locations and the few that do have major limitations. We proposed
a Narrative to Trajectory (N2T) prototype system that processes
narratives to identify trajectories [3]. The initial version of N2T
lacks disambiguating location names. In this paper we propose
N2T+, a Data Science (DS) and AImodel for disambiguating location
names and tracing precise human tra�cking trajectories extracted

from text corpora of victim narratives. The contributions of this
paper are to:

• Identify location names from text corpora
• Disambiguate location names in the presence of ambiguities
• Allocate the precise coordinates to each location name

The remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe
our novel methodology to identify the victim’s trajectory. In Section
3, we evaluate our proposed prototype through experiments. In
Section 4 we conclude our paper and propose future work of the
N2T+ system.

2 METHODOLOGY
N2T+ accepts a narrative as input, preprocesses it, splits it into

tokens, labels each token according to its semantics and its syntax
in the sentence, disambiguates location tokens when ambiguity
is present, assigns precise spatial coordinates to location tokens,
and outputs the trajectory as narrated on a map. To do so, N2T+
integrates structured (Gazetteer and Lexicon) with unstructured
(text corpora) heterogeneous data, performs tokenization methods,
and leverages contextual sliding widow and rules. A high level
architecture of the N2T+ system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

N2T+ consists of �ve components. The early version of N2T+
does not address location name disambiguation [3]. For this reason,
we use a contextual sliding window, rules, and DB techniques to
enhance the early version and resolve location name ambiguity.

Figure 1: N2T+ System Architecture

Data Preprocessing: Transforms the input text into a format
applicable for analysis and prediction by performing data cleansing
and replacing special and non-ASCII characters with NLP accept-
able characters.

Tokenization: Splits text into meaningful tokens To_V by using
NLP techniques that identify the divider between words in the
text and generate tokens composed of either single or multi-words.
However, the concept of using dividers (e.g. blank) by themselves
for the purpose of generating tokens has its own limitations because
some tokens are made out of multi-words where the designated
divider can also be a uni�er as in ‘New Orleans’. For this purpose,
we use:
• Signi�cant Entity Tokenization (ST): It segments text into poten-
tial tokens of interest by applying lexical semantic rules speci�c to
the language of the text. The output of this method is an ordered
list of entities To_+( = [(to_E8 )] that are considered signi�cant to
the tokenizer.
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• Multi-word Tokenization (MWT): It �rst applies sentence tok-
enization to the input. Each divided sentence is then tokenized
into single tokens. Augmenting the generated list of tokens with
the MW Lexicon helps generate tokens that also include multiple
words. The output of this method is an ordered list of single word
or multi-word tokens To_+" = [(to_E 9 )].

At the end of the Tokenization step, To_V = To_+( _ To_+" .

Geospatial Token Identi�cation and Disambiguation: To-
kenization transforms the unstructured data into an ordered list
of tokens To_V for each narrative. However, not all the identi�ed
tokens signify locations. In this step, we identify and disambiguate
all the location tokens and assign the precise coordinates using a
contextual sliding window, rules, and integration methods.

Location Disambiguation: It is commonly known that not all
location names are unique. It is possible to encounter the same
name that refers to di�erent geographic places in the world: the
city Tripoli is found in Greece, Lebanon, and Libya. We refer to
this situation as Homonym Ambiguity. In addition, not all locations
carry a distinct name. For example, Bombay is formally known
as Mumbai. We refer to this situation as Synonym Ambiguity. To
resolve the location ambiguity, we try to �nd the exact country/state
where this location belongs to. Identifying the country/state helps
in specifying the geospatial coordinates of the location token.

Our N2T+ system includes a lookup Location dimension Loc
that contains location names along with their country/state, longi-
tude, and latitude values [(to_v, to_cntry, to_long, to_lat)] obtained
from GeoNames [1]. We update Loc and add to it two �elds [(to_ha,
to_sa)] that signify if an entry is of Homonym Ambiguity or Syn-
onymAmbiguity type respectively. TheHomonymAmbiguity values
contain the number of times the location name is found in Loc (to_ha
= 3 in case of Tripoli), whereas the Synonym Ambiguity values con-
tain the formal name of the location if more than one name is given
to the same location (to_sa = Mumbai in case of Bombay).

Augmentation: Using database join operation and while preserv-
ing the token order as they appear in the narrative, we augment
the token list To_V with the Loc and generate a list of tokens To_T
with values [to_v, to_cntry, to_ha, to_sa]. The values of [to_v, to_ha,
to_sa] are the result of the join operation, while the value of the
country [to_cntry] is determined based on the ambiguity of the
token. If the token is not ambiguous, the value of the country is
populated from Loc. Otherwise, it is initially set to null and will be
resolved using in Algorithm 1. Resolving location ambiguity works
as follows:

• In case of Homonym Ambiguity, we set the country name equal
to the value of the country of the city that was last visited or will
be visited next, using a contextual sliding window based on the
principle of locality, which states that the current place is very
likely adjacent to the place that was last visited or will be visited
next. We apply this principle when the value of to_ha � 1.

• In case of Synonym Ambiguity (to_sa < null), we set the country
of the location token to the country of the formal location.

Algorithm 1 identi�es geolocation names, disambiguates the
location tokens, assigns the correct country and coordinates to the

Algorithm 1 TokenDisambiguation
Require: To_V(to_v) &

Loc(to_v, to_cntry, to_long, to_lat, to_ha, to_sa)
Ensure: To_F(to_v, to_cntry, to_long, to_lat)
Begin
To_T(to_v, to_cntry, to_ha, to_sa) )>_+ 1 !>2
// DB8=6 )>_)
while 8  = do

if C>_⌘0[8 ] � 1 then // Homonym Ambiguity
if 8 = 1 then

C>_2=CA~ [8 ]  C>_2=CA~ [8 + 1] // �rst token in narrative
else if 8 = = then

C>_2=CA~ [8 ]  C>_2=CA~ [8 � 1] // last token in narrative
else if C>_E [8 ] 2 C>_2=CA~ [8 � 1] then

C>_2=CA~ [8 ]  C>_2=CA~ [8 � 1] // token exist in country of prior
else if C>_E [8 ] 2 C>_2=CA~ [8 + 1] then

C>_2=CA~ [8 ]  C>_2=CA~ [8 + 1] // token exist in country of next
end if

else if C>_B0[8 ] < =D;; then // Synonym Ambiguity
C>_2=CA~ [8 ]  C>_2=CA~ [C>_B0]

end if
)>_)  )>_) + (C>_E [8 ], C>_2=CA~ [8 ], C>_⌘0[8 ], C>_B0[8 ] )

end while
)>_� (C>_E, C>_2=CA~, C>_;>=6, C>_;0C )  )>_) 1 !>2
End

disambiguated token, preserves the listing order of these geoloca-
tion names as they appear in the narrative, and detects whether a
speci�c geolocation name is visited multiple times.

N2T+ contains a suite of four tokenization methods:

(1) ST: Signi�cant Entity Tokenization
(2) MWT: Multi-Word Tokenization
(3) ST+Aug+DisAmbig: ST + Geospatial Augmentation + Disam-

biguation
(4) MWT+Aug+DisAmbig: MWT + Geospatial Augmentation +

Disambiguation

Part of Speech Tagging: is an optional step that categorizes
a token based on its semantics and position in a sentence. Apply-
ing NLP POS Tagging techniques to the tokens generated in the
Tokenization step creates a list of 2-tuples (token, tag). This step
is used to compare the results of only using AI techniques versus
combining DS and AI techniques.

Trajectory Charting: plots the trajectory using the geospatial
tokens generated in the tolenization step by depicting the travelled
route over time as listed in the narrative.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Dataset and Ground Truth

Our text corpora is composed of several human tra�cking nar-
ratives (N_1 . . .N_n), a multi-word lexicon, and a location DB. The
narratives are written by English speaking journalists and acquired
from various news agencies and anti-tra�cking organizations. They
contain ambiguous location names. Their length varies between
605 and 4,212 words per narrative. To measure the performance
of #2) +, we conducted experiments and compared their results
against the ground truth. To identify the ground truth, we manually
read each of the narrative, extracted the location names, and saved
them sequentially in a ground truth structure which was used later
on to evaluate # 2) +.
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Figure 2: Trajectory of a Narrative

3.2 Results
We executed each of the four methods of N2T+ using each narra-

tive in the text corpus and generated a trajectory. Fig. 2 displays an
example trajectory generated by N2T+ using one migrant tra�ck-
ing narrative. We compared every trajectory against the ground
truth and calculated the performance measures for each method
applied. Our goal is to extract as many geospatial tokens as possible
from text corpora. () and",) failed to extract most geospatial
tokens; therefore we decided to enhance them by augmenting each
of these two methods with location dimension, using context, and
applying the location disabmiguation approach resulting in meth-
ods () +�D6+⇡8B�<186 and",) +�D6+⇡8B�<186 respectively.
The latter methods do not rely on the geospatial tagging process.
They increase the true positive values and reduce false positive out-
comes to a value close to zero resulting in higher F1-Score than ()
and",) .",) +�D6 + ⇡8B�<186 returns the highest F1-Score
and Accuracy compared with all other methods because it uses
sentence tokenization, Multi-word Lexicon, database joins, con-
text, and the principle of locality to recognize and disambiguate
multi-word location tokens as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Performance Measures of N2T+ Methods on Tra�cking Narratives

We compared our N2T+ ",) + �D6 + ⇡8B�<186 to the pro-
posed �!% [2] and⌧#⇢' [6] and found out that our",) +�D6 +
⇡8B�<186 F1Score outperforms �!% by 21% and ⌧#⇢' by 37% as
shown in Table 1. Such higher performance is attributed to the
thorough data preprocessing, the utilization of NLP libraries, data
augmentation, context, and principle of locality.

Table 1: Results of N2T+ compared with other Methods

System Precision Recall F1 Score
�!% 0.79 0.79 0.79
⌧#⇢' 0.54 0.68 0.70
",) +�D6 + ⇡8B�<186 0.98 0.91 0.96

4 CONCLUSION
We presented a system called Narrative to Trajectory (N2T+),

which extracts trajectories of tra�cking routes. N2T+ uses DS and
AI techniques to analyze tra�cking narratives, automatically ex-
tract relevant location names, disambiguate possible name ambigu-
ities, and plot the tra�cking route on a map. We �rst applied NLP
libraries and found out that they lack retrieving some geospatial
tokens. We then introduced geospatial dimension augmentation,
context, and principle of locality concepts on top of the NLP li-
braries. In a comparative evaluation we show that our proposed
multidimensional approach o�ers signi�cantly higher geolocation
detection and disambiguation than other techniques.
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ABSTRACT

Pediatric Neuroblastoma (NB) is one of the most common cancers
among infants, with 90 % of its cases occurring in children under
the age of �ve and only 50 % of youth with high-risk NB surviving
after �ve years. Currently, there are limited clinically approved
drugs successful in treating high-risk NB due to cancerous side ef-
fects and undruggable MYC transcription factors. However, recent
CRISPR-Cas9 loss-of-function screens have revealed the enhancer
of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) as a plausible therapeutic target for NB
due to its proclivity for inhibiting tumor suppressor genes. Drug
discovery is a time-consuming and costly process with the typi-
cal timeframe ranging from 10-15 years and developmental costs
ranging from one to two billion dollars. Hence, computer-aided
drug design (CADD) has become widely adopted; however, exist-
ing CADD remains largely incomprehensive due to its inability to
account for dynamic protein structure, su�cient chemical descrip-
tors for drug-like compounds, and computationally-e�cient early
screening of compounds. The purpose of this study was to develop
a novel, robust, and production-ready in silico deep learning (DL)
pipeline for de novo drug design using an ensemble ofmachine learn-
ing techniques. Monco, or machine learning for oncology, consists
of three main functions: (1) identi�cation of relevant genetic co-
factors (2) development and optimization of drug-like compounds
through deep learning (i.e., variational autoencoders, etc.) after
cryptic pocket discovery, and (3) validation of compounds through
molecular docking and Tanimoto similarity. To this end, this work
serves as a potential e�cient screening and discovery process for
oncological therapeutics as a whole.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Theory of computation ! Design and Analysis of Algo-
rithms; • Computing methodologies ! Machine Learning; •
Applied computing! Life and medical sciences; •Mathematics
of computing ! mathematical software.
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Pediatric Neuroblastoma

Pediatric Neuroblastoma (NB) is the most common extracranial can-
cer in children. NB carcinogenesis originates in sympathetic nerve
tissue in general, typically in adrenal glands [1]. Existing treatments
for pediatric neuroblastoma include chemotherapy, which increases
the risk for bone and soft tissue tumors, surgical intervention, and
anti-GD2 immunotherapy. Additionally, high-risk pediatric neurob-
lastoma, which accounts for roughly half of all neuroblastoma cases,
has a long-term disease-free survival rate that is less than 50% [29].
Recently, a CRISPR-Cas9 screen revealed EZH2 as a strong genetic
and pharmacological target to inhibit neuroblastoma tissue growth
both in vivo and in vitro [9]. EZH2 performs its oncogenic func-
tion through trimethylation of Lysine 27 on Histone 3 (H3K27me3)
relevant to tumor suppressor genes and its involvement in tumori-
genic pathways [8, 32]. [36] further reports that EZH2 silences
neuroblastoma suppressor genes CASZ1, CLU, RUNX3, and NGFR.

1.2 Computer-Aided Drug Design

In general, clinical drug discovery costs from 1 to 2 billion dollars
and takes 10-15 years on average [33]. Thus, computer-aided drug
design has emerged (CADD). CADD has historically contributed
to the identi�cation and optimization of lead and small molecule
hit compounds [25]. Although several limitations exist in CADD
that hinder the accuracy and e�ciency of in silico drug develop-
ment, emerging computational approaches have allowed for the
analysis of the chemical space of small organic molecules, partic-
ularly in de novo drug design. [27] reports that CADD presents
signi�cant progress from high-throughput screening (HST) due to
minimal previous knowledge for compound generation. Addition-
ally, this study also shows that CADD has been employed in various
drug discovery processes, including molecular design and drug val-
idation. Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) has
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been historically employed to show associations between molec-
ular structure and activity [21]. Structural property information
is necessary for successful small molecule inhibitor development.
However, an overemphasis on structural information has been at-
tributed to the toxicity of drug compounds [33]. In addition to
patient comorbidities, an understanding of the drug delivery e�ects
of small molecule inhibitors is necessary for iterative improvement
of the prescribed drug. Currently, 97% of drug-indication pairs are
unable to proceed through the last stage of the clinical drug discov-
ery process for the Food and Drug Administration due to o�-target
e�ects [23]. Thus, designing small molecule inhibitors considering
both QSAR and in vivo interactions is critical. The open-source ma-
chine learning toolkit AlphaFold is able to produce proteins with
high accuracy through a deep learning transformer-based evolu-
tionary algorithm, allowing for advanced drug design. Furthermore,
while drug development processes have increasingly advanced, the
availability of holistic production-ready platforms to synthesize
drug-like molecules remains limited.

1.3 Insu�cient Chemical Descriptors and Static
Protein Structure

Existing frameworks for CADD do not comprehensively consider
chemical descriptors required for e�ective drug delivery while em-
phasizing structural potency [33]. This work addresses the need for
su�cient chemical descriptors through the adoption of predictive
models for chemical space feature aggregation and the inclusion
of chemical descriptors relevant to drug delivery. In spite of Al-
phaFold’s protein structure prediction advancements, the adoption
of static protein structures for drug identi�cation hinders the ac-
curacy of drug candidates. Roughly 50% of protein experimental
domain structures lack apparent drug sites [26]. Static proteins
are considered undruggable, but their pockets can be identi�ed
through the excited structural states they adopt in aqueous solu-
tions. Limited accuracy of conformational protein changes was
addressed through the implementation of AlphaFold’s multiple se-
quence alignment (MSA) algorithm to detect cryptic pockets in the
dynamic protein structure.

Figure 1: Comparison of SOTA software and Monco with
respect to existing CADD limitations. Figure produced in
Figma.

1.4 Early Screening and Holistic Pipeline

A primary limitation in CADD includes that existing web servers
and toolkits generally process a stage of the in silico drug develop-
ment process. Additionally, late screening in CADD is both com-
putationally expensive and ine�cient [19]. In this work, several
self-organizing map reward functions including physicochemical
information (i.e., bioactivity, drug-likeness, toxicity, and solubility)
allow for the early detection of inactive compounds upon sampling
of the latent chemical space. Through the development of early
screening techniques, costs associated with CADD can be further
reduced due to the limited amount of computational data needed
at each step of the framework.

1.5 Chemical Space Identi�cation and Data
Aggregation

In general, drug chemical information is represented through the
Simpli�ed Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) due to its
linear nature compatible with text data for natural language pro-
cessing methods [31]. Relevant SMILES sequences from the training
data were tokenized into tensors before the production of a rich
latent space for de novo molecular generation. Although CADD
allows for the production of a chemical space for various SMILES
sequences, the identi�cation of chemical space regions for optimal
drug candidate production remains as a limitation [25]. The imple-
mentation of self organizing maps (SOMs), a type of arti�cial neural
network, in drug discovery has allowed for the de�nition of a refer-
ence set necessary for drug design [30]. Chemical space information
was localized into regions of ideal drug molecules and ine�ective
drug molecules through the adoption of SOMs. Through the selec-
tion of relevant EZH2 cofactors from gene regulatory networks, the
identi�cation of drug sites, and the development of drug candidates,
a holistic pipeline that allows for optimized drug discovery is pro-
duced. Prior sequence information of drugs is needed for accurate
self-organizingmaps and candidate generation as awhole. ChEMBL,
a database consisting of binding, functional, and physicochemical
molecular information, was employed for re�ned selection of the
training data [13]. A primary challenge in deep learning molecular
generation involves the limited amount of available biochemical
data [3]. Furthermore, there is also a limited availability of diverse
physicochemical information for SMILES candidates in a database
and a need for increased integration of such data across databases.
Thus, an ensemble of predictive models and mathematical calcula-
tions were implemented in conjunction with candidates obtained
from ChEMBL to obtain the relevant descriptor information for
drug generation and optimization.

1.6 Deep Learning Pipeline Framework

Deep learning has allowed for rapid advancements to be made in
the drug discovery �eld [38]. Aforementioned limitations in ab
initio protein design were addressed through the development of
accessory models to integrate state-of-the-art software such as
AlpahFold and GENTRL. In this work, Monco, a production-ready
and novel deep learning pipeline is produced for highly accurate
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and e�cient identi�cation of drug candidates and cofactors for NB.
Monco’s holistic drug discovery process is divided into �ve integral
components: cofactor identi�cation, pocket identi�cation, de novo
drug design, molecular docking, and further validation.

Figure 2: Novel Deep Learning Pipeline Architecture.

2 METHODS

2.1 Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) Analysis

UniProt is a database providing comprehensive and functionally
annotated protein sequences, allowing for accessible protein in-
formation in stages of the in silico drug discovery process (i.e.,
molecular docking) [2]. Preliminary analysis of NB’s genetic mech-
anisms involved identi�cation of EZH2 and relevant cofactors from
the public protein database. Additionally, Graphein, a geometric
deep learning and network analysis library, was utilized to model
the GRN for NB, particularly in adrenal sympathetic nervous tissue
(although NB expression is not limited to a speci�c tissue).

Figure 3: Cofactors and their respective cumulative edge val-
ues identi�ed through indegree and outdegree calculations
are as follows: HDCA1, 9; DNMT3B and DNMT1, 7; EED, 6;
and DNMT3A, 5.

Figure 4: Gene-Gene interaction heatmap illustrating sever-
ity of connections between nodes.

Gene association relationshipswere analyzed through a gene regula-
tory network implementing genetic information from the Transcrip-
tional Regulatory Relationships Unraveled by Sentence-based Text
mining (TRRUST) database of both human and mouse networks
[18]. Further graph theory analyses including Dijkstra’s algorithm
and the minimum spanning tree were implemented to optimally
evaluate relevant genes such as SUZ12, EED, and DNMT1. Further-
more, gene-gene interaction data was preprocessed and curated
after conducting exploratory data analysis on the GeneMANIA
database and BioGRID database. A graph neural network using
PyTorch Geometric and GraphSAGE, a framework for inductive
representation learning on graphs was employed to further sub-
stantiate gene-gene interaction analysis through a regression-based
link prediction task [17]. GraphSAGE generates embeddings for
unseen nodes through learned aggregation functions (expression A
depicts a mean aggregator function). The neural network utilizes a
mean squared error loss function as it evaluates a continuous value,
the weight between two given nodes and thus illustrates the degree
of connection between two given genes.

2.2 Multiple Sequence Alignment Cryptic
Pocket Discovery

AlphaFold’s MSA evolutionary algorithm was employed to produce
160 putative protein structures due to the static protein conforma-
tions generated by AlphaFold and other state-of-the-art models.
Further analysis for cryptic pocket identi�cation was conducted
by superimposing the putative structures in ChimeraX to discover
hidden drug sites that might emerge due to the protein’s dynamic
conformation in an aqueous environment. The default MSA tech-
nique from DeepMind, jackhammer, was adopted for cryptic pocket
analysis due to its predictive capabilities and strong accuracy for
hidden pocket detection. Five model parameters and 32 random
seeds were attempted during the MSA run, resulting in the gen-
eration of 160 protein structures. Additionally, because mutations
in the SET domain of the EZH2 protein are associated with in-
creased trimethylation e�ciency and cancer prognosis, subsequent
cryptic pocket discovery analyses involved the development of a
dynamic SET domain conformation through 160 additional putative
structures [37]. Furthermore, in addition to increasing methylation
e�ciency, the SET domain is responsible for the primary activity
of EZH2 in general [11].
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Figure 5: Cryptic Pocket Discovery MSAWork�ow

(a) Example MSA Structure Generated in
AlphaFold during initial Iterations.

(b) Example MSA Structure Generated in
AlphaFold after several iterations.

(c) Example of MSA Structure Generated in
AlphaFold toward the �nal iterations.

Figure 6: Multiple Sequence Alignment Protein Structures at
Varying States.

2.3 Data Preprocessing

Traditionally, the Debye-Waller factor characterizes the attenuation
of X-ray or neutron scattering in proteins [34]. Upon superimposi-
tion of the protein structures in the protein visualizer ChimeraX,
the Debye-Waller factor, B factor, or atomic displacement factor was
analyzed to determine putative pocket sites dependent on �exibility.
Localized information characterizing protein rigidity and �exibility
further allowed for accurate identi�cation of drug sites due to high
correlation with small molecule binding a�nities [24].

Several preprocessing steps were taken to optimize model accuracy
prior to the sampling and optimization of drug candidates. Aggrega-
tion of additional chemical descriptor information was conducted
through predictive machine learning models. Upon normalization

of chemical descriptor distributions obtained from parsing ChEMBL
and implementing ensembled machine learning models, training
SMILES sequences were tokenized into tensors. Furthermore, the
Mann-Whitney U test was utilized to examine relative signi�cance
of chemical descriptors in the training data. Descriptors part of
Lipinski’s rule of Five, or P�zer’s rule of �ve, a traditional assess-
ment of therapeutics, were further analyzed [14]. Additionally, an
evaluation of the signi�cance of drug candidate descriptors such
as toxicity was conducted through comparison of drugs classi�ed
as active and inactive dependent on potency. The inclusion of IC50
values allowed for e�ective measures of drug e�cacy, where lower
values indicate the drug’s potency at lower concentrations [6]. Small
molecule inhibitors with an IC50 value of less than 1000nM were
categorized as active, and those with an IC50 value greater than
10000nM were categorized as inactive.

Figure 7: Exploratory Data Analysis of chemical descriptors
and Mann-Whitney U Test conducted on various chemical
descriptors to identify descriptors of interest.

Figure 8: Distributions of chemical descriptors for SMILES
generated fromChEMBL. A: Toxicity Distribution Frequency,
B: Solubility Distribution Frequency, C: Synthetic Accessi-
bility Distribution Frequency, D: Drug Potency Distribution
Frequency.
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2.4 Data Normalization

pIC50 values were obtained through computation of the negative
logarithmic of IC50 values. Conversion to pIC50 allowed for accurate
analysis of statistical signi�cance of chemical descriptors analysis,
higher reproducibility, and normalization [35]. Additional chemical
descriptors signi�cant for drug candidate optimization, including
toxicity, solubility, and synthetic accessibility, were normalized
through traditionally dividing all values by the maximum value
in the training dataset for a relevant descriptor. More than 50,000
SMILES sequences were obtained by parsing the ChEMBL data-
base for only EZH2-related known inhibitors. Initial data collection
from ChEMBL including 10,000 SMILES sequences and subsequent
analyses resulted in poor self-organizing map accuracies for each
chemical descriptor. Thus, the ChEMBL parsing criteria was ex-
panded to increase the scalability and accuracy of the pipeline.
Inhibitors of histone methyltransferases (HMTs) as well as PcG
proteins in general were incorporated to increase the training data
size.

2.5 Synthetic Accessibility and Toxicity
Prediction Models

Computational drug design requires synthesis of generated com-
pounds for further validation because drug candidates with low
synthetic accessibility scores are eliminated due to potential down-
stream complications [12]. Synthetic accessibility scores are further
necessary for e�ective resource expenditure management. Com-
pounds that are challenging to synthesize require a signi�cant
expenditure of costs and resources [12]. Toxicity of drug candi-
dates signi�cantly contributes to high drug development costs [15].
Thus, identi�cation of toxicity in potential therapeutic compounds
is necessary for early identi�cation of adverse e�ects [16]. [28]
reports that methodologies employed to analyze toxicity infor-
mation of small molecule drugs aim to identify their e�ects on
humans or the environment. This study also shows that existing
machine learning predictive models such as ChemTox, which relies
on quantitative-structure property relationship (QSPR), allow for
collection of SMILES toxicity information. However, due to its gen-
eralized compatibility with highly varying datasets, the eToxPred
deep learning predictive model was utilized to complement descrip-
tor information obtained from ChEMBL through the addition of
toxicity and synthetic accessibility scores [28]. The eToxPred model
was also used due to its robust architecture, which includes a Deep
Belief Network (DBN), a generative probabilistic architecture that
allows for rapid training [28]. Furthermore, because eToxPred con-
tains normalized toxicity values, toxicity values were renormalized
for further exploratory data analysis of compounds.

2.6 Solubility Aggregation

Solubility is critical for the development of successful drug candi-
dates [5, 10]. ESOL, or estimated solubility derived from compound
structure, is important for de novo molecular generation as strong
solubility properties allow for proper uptake of biologically active
molecules and e�ective drug delivery [10]. The development of the

ESOL calculation involves the following chemical properties: clogP,
rotatable bonds, molecular weight, non-carbon proportion, aro-
matic proportion, hydrogen atom donor number, and the hydrogen
atom acceptor number [10]. The ESOL mathematical framework
wasmodi�ed to allow for increased linear �t as part of the predictive
computations on the training SMILES.

3 GENERATIVE TENSORIAL
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING MODEL

Figure 9: Generative Tensorial Reinforcement Model Archi-
tecture. Latent space image adapted from Ferreol, 2019. Fig-
ure was produced using the graphical software Figma.

Tensor tokenized SMILES sequences were fed into a variational
autoencoder. An important goal in drug discovery is to generate
novel molecules with ideal properties. However, optimal candidate
generation remains challenging due to the diversity of molecules
that comprise the chemical space [22]. Variational autoencoders
e�ciently compress chemical space information to produce a rich
latent space for novel candidate production. A generative tensorial
reinforcement learning model (GENTRL) was implemented in rela-
tion to EZH2 cofactors for NB [39]. A reinforcement learning was
integrated to train the generator to produce optimal drug candidates
based on the provided set of chemical drug descriptors. Four SOMs
trained on SMILES descriptor information from ChEMBL were used
for accurate candidate generation and identi�cation of the chemical
space. SOM best-matching units were calculated using Euclidean
distance due to simplicity in competitive learning and broadly in
in silico drug discovery. Although an increase in training data size
improved SOM accuracy, further hyperparameter optimization of
SOMs was conducted through iterative modi�cation of the number
of rows, number of columns, starting learning rate, and ending
learning rate. Preliminary analyses of the SOM with 50 rows, 50
columns, and 100,000 iterations allowed for optimal clustering of
training molecules. In general, the assessment of molecular sim-
ilarity of drug candidates produced is a critical stage in the drug
discovery process [20]. Furthermore, a variety of methods have
recently emerged for computing the structural similarity between
molecules [20]. Tanimoto similarity, the ratio of the intersection
and the union of two molecules, is widely used in cheminformatics
applications [4]. Additionally, because diversity in drug candidates
is necessary for reducing existing drug discovery failure rates, de
novo drug candidates containing low shared similarity with training
candidates were optimal for docking.
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Table 1: QED values of top-ranking drug candidates.

Generated Molecule ID QED Score

1 0.93559
2 0.87985
3 0.89113
4 0.87176
5 0.82749
6 0.88119

(a) Self Organizing Map and U Linear Matrix for
Solubility

(b) Self Organizing Map and U Linear Matrix for
Toxicity

(c) Self Organizing Map and U Linear Matrix for
Synthetic Accessibility

(d) Self Organizing Map and U Linear Matrix for
Drug Potency.

Figure 10: Self organizing maps for chemical descriptors for
drug candidate optimization. Light regions of U Matrix rep-
resent neurons with short distances and thus clusters. Dark
regions of the U Matrix represent cluster separators as they
contain neurons that are separated by large distances.

Figure 11: First function depicts the Euclidean distance func-
tion used to update nodes and produce BMU (minimum of
discriminant function values). Additional functions depict
the adaptive process, which involves the learning decay rate
and neighborhood size. Final equation depicts calculation of
mean squared error.

4 MOLECULAR VALIDATION

Figure 12: Produced Ligand Docked on SUZ12 Outperforms
Tazmetostat’s Binding A�nity of -7.1

Table 2: Molecular Docking Simulation Analyses for known
Tazemetostat inhibitor. Analyses were used as a benchmark
for analyzing the e�ect of existing yet largely ine�ective
inhibitors.

Mode A�nity (kcal/mol) Distance rmsd l.b. Distance rmsd u.b.

1 -7.1 0.000 0.000
2 -7.0 20.020 25.009
3 -6.9 14.691 20.218
4 -6.9 7.496 16.079
5 -6.8 18.304 20.876
6 -6.8 18.559 21.217
7 -6.7 19.887 24.417
8 -6.7 14.226 19.256
9 -6.7 22.124 25.650
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4.1 Molecular Docking

Upon the identi�cation of relevant cofactors, pocket detection, and
de novo drug design, small molecules are docked onto the rele-
vant protein site for further assessment of their e�cacy. AutoDock
Vina, a traditional software for high-accuracy molecular docking
of ligands to proteins, was utilized to assess the binding a�nity
of existing EZH2 inhibitors. To establish a reference for existing
binding a�nity values, existing drugs that target EZH2 such as
Tazemetostat, 3-deazaneplanocin A (DZNep), and GSK126 were
downloaded from the PubChem database

Ligands were converted to the PDBQT format through PyMol. Fur-
thermore, Gasteiger charges were added, and non-polar hydrogens
were merged using AutoDock Tools. Relevant pocket structures
were prepared by the removal of all water molecules, addition of
polar hydrogen molecules, and addition of Kollman charges, all of
which are necessary for simulating accurate docking conditions. Re-
sults for molecular dynamic simulations were assessed over a range
of nine binding sites in order to determine a relevant reference for
inhibitors of EZH2. In order to evaluate the e�cacy of the drugs
produced by modifying GENTRL’s reward functions, Tanimoto sim-
ilarity was utilized, as minimal variance in drug structure is needed
for diversity in testing. A wide array of structurally similar drug
candidates in testing is conducive to a higher failure rate. Similarity
was assessed by measuring overlapping chemical information over
total chemical space information.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Through its comprehensive chemical descriptor data aggregation
and implementation of self-organizing map for candidate optimiza-
tion, Monco expedites the in silico drug development process as a
whole. The drug candidates in the training data parsed from the
ChEMBL database contained an average Tanimoto similarity value
of 0.1846. De novo drug candidates produced contained a Tanimoto
similarity score of 0.1802, thereby allowing for similar diversity
necessary for successful drug testing. [7] reports the assessment
of quantitative estimate of drug-likeness scores as important in
early drug development as it allows for compounds to be accurately
ranked based on merit. This study also shows that the pharma-
ceutical strength of the drug candidate ranges from zero to one,
indicating unfavorable and favorable properties respectively. The
QED score of the highest-ranking drug candidate was 0.936. Further-
more, the �fth highest QED score measured among the produced
drug candidates was 0.881, indicating that the drug-candidates pro-
duced from the deep learning framework are potent. Validation
of generated drug compounds through AutoDock indicated com-
parable binding a�nities in comparison to published inhibitors
such as tazemetostat. Additionally, consideration of cryptic pocket
sites and relative temperature factors allowed for a comprehen-
sive understanding of protein and ligand interactions. Future work
involves performing wet lab analyses for further validation of accu-
racy and reliability of drug candidates as well as iterative re�nement
of the pipeline using laboratory data. A primary limitation of this
work involves the accessibility of computational power; subsequent
research involves the analysis of ligand and protein interactions

through robust molecular dynamics simulations such as Desmond
from Schrödinger. Additionally, the role of o�-target e�ects in the
high drug discovery failure rate necessitates accounting for down-
stream e�ects in personalized patient data pro�les. Furthermore,
the implementation of more comprehensive chemical descriptors
enables the development of novel drug molecules that are not only
optimized, but also hold strong binding a�nities to proteins such
as SUZ12, a critical cofactor of EZH2.

Figure 13: 3D Neighborhood Distance Weight Matrix of Po-
tency Self Organizing Map.

Table 3: MSE results for self organizing map models. Because
the values are signi�cantly close to zero, the maps are highly
accurate in organizing and predicting optimal drug proper-
ties.

Chemical Descriptor Mean Squared Error

Potency 0.09502
Solubility 0.09612
Toxicity 0.07553

Synthetic Accessibility 0.09947
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ABSTRACT
Health studies based on activity trackers have to handle a key
challenge in ‘missing data’. They either discard missing data, drop
participants from the study, or make use of simple interpolation
techniques to �ll in the missing values. The impact of missing data
and the (in)accuracy of imputation can range from negligible to
severe, depending on the nature of the study.

In this paper, we present the challenges faced during the impu-
tation of missing data on multiple data types from trackers. An
RNN-based approach augmented with time encodings proposed
here shows strong performance overall in imputing missing heart
rate values with ⇡ 10-30% improvement on RMSE, MAPE, and MAE
values. Unlike prior works that evaluate imputation algorithms just
using RMSE and MAPE values, we demonstrate the e�cacy of our
imputation algorithm, not just using the standard error metrics, but
also on the performance of a generic regression-based downstream
application under di�erent characteristics of missing data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wearable activity trackers are being increasingly deployed to deliver
digital health solutions due to their ability to detect and monitor
vital physiological and activity signals such as step count, intensity,
and heart rate in an a�ordable manner. Due to the high correlation
between these activity signals and numerous preventable disease
conditions such as obesity and hypertension, activity trackers have
the potential to be an extremely cost-e�ective �rst-line of treat-
ment for such diseases. Currently, thousands of studies are being
performed every year to analyze the impact of mHealth (mobile
health) solutions using trackers such as Garmin, Fitbit on lifestyle
diseases and wellbeing.
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Missing data, and more importantly, dealing with missing data, is
a key challenge that emerges in these digital health studies. Data is
often missing due to a variety of factors such as sensor malfunction,
variation across user compliance rates and wearing behavior, poor
network connectivity, and synchronization delays or failures. Since
wearable compliance is critical for deriving inference and validating
the accuracy of a hypothesis [11, 13], health studies address this
issue through di�erent approaches. Some studies end up removing
the participants with missing data [18] (increasing recruitment and
study costs), while some others interpolate missing data [8, 20]
using techniques such as linear interpolation [3]. However, these
approaches are often not accurate, since in most cases the data is
not missing at random, especially in situations when participants
intentionally remove the wearable during certain activities or to
recharge.

The inference on the relationship between the variables of in-
terest is heavily impacted by the approach taken for dealing with
missing data. Consider the case of a downstream task that analyses
the relationship between heart rate and step counts using a simple
linear regression model. When the missing data is replaced by a
commonly used imputation technique, the perturbation on the re-
gression analysis becomes signi�cant (Figure 1), even as the overall
RMSE between the original and the imputed values are considered
to be in an “acceptable” range. Often, it turns out that even when
the imputation results in low RMSE values, the underlying temporal
correlation is wrongly inferred.

Without high-�delity imputations, the resulting conclusions re-
garding the healthcare hypothesis can be erroneous and have severe
consequences downstream. Downstream tasks can be any clinical
or user-facing application, which analyses data from wearables for
making a lifestyle-related decision or health inference. This could
�nally be in a product, Health study, or in a critical, clinical setting.

Currently, there are multiple strategies used for time-series im-
putation: from simple �ll mechanisms to averaging [10] and min-
ing [24], to more data-driven approaches using machine learning
and deep neural network models [1, 17, 25]. Most of these works
however report the accuracy of imputation on metrics such as
RMSE or MAPE [1, 25]. While pertinent, these metrics consider a
single marker in isolation. None of these prior works investigate
the impact on inferences related to complex downstream applica-
tions (such as healthcare) and the relationship between correlated
variables (such as sleep, physical activities, stress, and heart rate).
With time series data, there is an additional need to make judicious
choices on a number of factors such as the temporal granularity of
representation, prediction, and horizon for look-back. Often, these
need to be chosen based on downstream application needs, data
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Figure 1: (Left) the regression line between between heart rate and step counts on the original data. (Middle) plot shows the
same regression but with a 15% chunk of data removed. (Right) the missing values imputed using the standard backward �ll
algorithm, where missing values are replaced with the following non-missing value. The RMSE between the imputed and the
original values is only 5, but more importantly, the regression line between heart rate and step count has been signi�cantly
altered.

availability, and the likely prediction performance. For instance,
it is possible to achieve higher accuracy in predicting the average
hourly heart rate compared to that for a 5-minute level granularity,
but the latter is more useful for health alerts.

1.1 Contributions
(1) We present the varied challenges of imputingmissing data on

heart rate, sleep, and physical activity. We analyze practical
imputation modeling challenges such as the granularity of
the prediction, the amount of time to look-ahead and look-
back for the imputation, etc.

(2) We propose and evaluate a generic RNN-based imputation
framework that combines temporal encoding and achieves
state-of-the-art results at a �ne granularity of prediction
with di�erent data and missing data characteristics.

(3) We show the e�cacy of our imputation algorithm using stan-
dard metrics like RMSE, MAPE, and MAE and also validate
that the imputed values converge close to the original model
when there is no missing data.

2 RELATEDWORK
Tracker-based Health Studies: All mHealth studies have to deal with
the practical realities of missing data. As stated earlier, a signi�cant
number of studies end up discarding both participants and missing
records. However, some studies do incorporate imputation [16]. In
one speci�c large-scale study on cognitive impairment [3], authors
develop a behaviorogram, a time-aligned data channel representa-
tion of behavior, and create feature vectors and aggregations at
multiple time scales (daily, minute-level, etc.). In another study of
heart rate changes for pregnant women [1], authors employ a Mul-
tiple Imputation method using personalized models and medical
history.

Time-series Analysis: Time-series forecasting techniques such as
Vector Autoregression (VAR), ARIMA (Autoregressive integrated

moving average), EWMA (Exponentially Weighted Moving Av-
erage [10]) have been around for several decades and have been
analyzed in several domains such as �nance, utilities, etc. for fore-
casting. In general, these statistical techniques have been shown to
work well with univariate time series, with near-term forecasting.
But on healthcare datasets with chunks of missing data used in this
paper, these techniques did not outperform ML-based imputation
models (refer Table 1).

Imputation with Neural Networks: Time-series imputation tech-
niques have been explored with a variety of neural network archi-
tectures [2, 17, 26]. Some recent works have speci�cally worked
on imputing missing heart rate values [1, 14, 25]. The HeartImp
framework [14] makes use of deep learning GANs to build person-
alized heart rate models, and PTSI [25] makes use of both global
and personal contextual information to impute heart rate values.
The imputation depends on the features chosen, the granularity of
imputation, and is data- and context-speci�c, and are not available
for us to compare against.

IoT networks: Failure of sensors in IoT networks is a relatively
common phenomenon and missing data is an expected occurrence.
Several works have explored the usage of sliding windows and deep
learning in settings of limited system resources [6, 27] to infer the
missing data that would have been captured by the sensors. One
work in the domain makes use of imputation using probabilistic
models using spatial similarity in neighborhood sensor data [7].
The missingness characteristics of data in IoT environments tend
to be quite di�erent from that of personal health data with human
behavior involved.

3 METHODOLOGY
To learn a user-level data imputation network, we use an encoder-
decoder model [5]. This is motivated by the mere idea of encoding
past and (or) future observations corresponding to a particular phys-
iological feature, and then using this encoded context to predict
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and �ll missing values.

Sequence Building. Since the encoder-decoder network takes
a sequence of values as input, we convert our time series data into
small windows/chunks. At any given time, a window containing
the historical values of the series is considered. We refer to the size
of this window as Look-back (denoted as ?). Speci�cally, at any
given time C , the sequence corresponding to the :C⌘ physiological
marker,

G:(C�? ) , G
:
(C�?�1) , ..., G

:
(C�1) , G

:
C

denotes the history or lag that the model wants to look at. Simi-
larly, in order to leverage the observations post missing data, we
also de�ne a Look-ahead window (denoted as f). In particular, the
series

G:(C+3+1) , G
:
(C+3+2) , ..., G

:
(C+3+5 �1) , G

:
(C+3+5 )

denotes the window corresponding to future observations. Here
3 denotes the window size corresponding to the sequence which
is to be imputed. The look-back and the look-ahead windows are
aggregated and used as input to the imputation network. The model
is trained to predict the values across a window size 3 ,

G:(C+1) , G
:
(C+2) , ..., G

:
(C+3�1) , G

:
(C+3 )

which are as close as possible to the true observations. A pic-
torial representation of the constructed windows across the time
series can be found in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Windowing time series data into chunks that are
to be used as input to the encoder-decoder model. Green
corresponds to the original time series, pink denotes the
past or look-back window, purple denotes the future or look-
ahead and blue represents the window to be imputed or the
lead.

Time Encodings. From a practical standpoint, di�erent individuals
may exhibit similar wearable sensory data distributions across a
span of time, owing to their speci�c routines. For instance, an
individual is more likely to go for a run/jog in the early morning
or evening as compared to the afternoon. Such rhythmic variables
which operate in a regular and periodic manner introduce temporal
contextual signals which signi�cantly a�ect the underlying sensory
data distribution. To incorporate such temporal features, we encode
each timestamp (second, minute, hour, week, month, and year) as a
value ranging between -0.5 and 0.5. The encoded features include

the minute of the hour, hour of the day, day of the week, day of the
month, and week of the month.

The encoding function is given by:

5 (G) = G

max(G) � 0.5

, where x is the corresponding feature from the above list of features.

Encoder. The encoder of the imputation network consists of a
recurrent neural network (RNN) [22] which encodes the input se-
quence into a representation that captures its characteristics and
context. As shown in Figure 3, we use a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [4] as the recurrent cell of this RNN. This cell adaptively
captures dependencies of di�erent time scales and modulates the
�ow of information inside the unit using two gates: the update gate
(IC ) and the reset gate (AC ). Speci�cally, an input GC to the unit is
processed using the following mathematical operations:

⌘C = (1 � IC ) � ⌘C�1 + IC � ⌘̃C

⌘̃C = 6(,⌘GC +*⌘ (AC � ⌘C�1) + 1⌘)
where the gates are represented as,

IC = f (,IGC +*I⌘C�1 + 1I)
AC = f (,AGC +*A⌘C�1 + 1A )

We use a GRU over a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) as the basic
cell of the RNN since the performance was stable and comparable
across both networks, with the former being more e�cient com-
pared to the latter.

Decoder. The decoder network takes as input the representation
vector encoded by the encoder network and predicts the values cor-
responding to the missing data. Our decoder module is symmetric
in architecture to that of the encoder module. In particular, the base
architecture of our decoder is an RNN with GRU as its recurrent
cell. This RNN is followed by two fully connected layers with a
ReLU activation function squeezed in the middle.

In addition to the encoded representation vector, we also use
the encoded time embeddings corresponding to the timestamps
of the prediction window of size 3 . The encoded representation
vector along with the temporal features are sequentially passed
through each GRU cell, followed by the two dense layers to output
a sequence of imputed values.

In the above architecture, the decoder reads from the context vec-
tor and the time embeddings and generates multistep predictions by
recursively feeding the model, predictions from the previous step in
training time. Speci�cally, the 8C⌘ prediction estimate correspond-
ing to the :C⌘ variable (denoted as Ĝ:8 ) is fed into the subsequent
GRU unit to make the (8 + 1)C⌘ prediction estimate Ĝ:8+1.

Teacher Forcing method uses the true value of data at the 8C⌘ step
(denoted as G:8 ) to generate the next prediction Ĝ

:
8+1. However, using

this approach, errors made early in the sequence generation process
are fed as input to the model and hence can be quickly ampli�ed,
because the model might be in a part of the state space it has never
seen at training time. In order to smoothly bridge this gap, we use
Scheduled Sampling, a sampling mechanism that randomly decides
between Ĝ:8 and G:8 to use as the input to the following decoder unit.
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We adapt this approach by using a custom sampling rate function
which has a high probability of selecting the true values G:8 during
initial training steps (teacher forcing) and gently converges towards
sampling purely from the estimates Ĝ:8 (recursive). The teacher
forcing during the initial steps helps in generating accurate short-
horizon forecasts, during later steps, recursive training reduces
the error accumulation across long-horizon predictions. At any
step 8 , with a probability n8 , the true value G:8 is sampled, while
with a probability (1 � n8 )2 the estimate comes from the previously
made prediction. The probability n8 is decayed with step 8 using the
inverse sigmoid function B�10 (G) = :

:+exp 8
:
. Here, : � 1 denotes

the speed of convergence of the decay function.

4 DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Dataset
We use the Fitbit-Fitabase dataset [9], which contains data collected
across 30 individuals from Fitbit wearable trackers over a span of
two months in 2016. The data contains readings corresponding to
various physiological features like physical activity, heart rate, and
sleep monitoring. Physical activity is reported using the number of
steps, metabolic equivalents (METs), intensity and calories burned
recorded in one-minute intervals. Intensity is categorically encoded,
with categories as sedentary, light activity, moderate activity, and
very active state.

4.2 Training Details
Our proposed encoder-decoder module is trained end to end by
minimizing the average mean squared error (L2 norm) between the
true observations and the predicted imputed values. We also test
the DILATE (DIstortion Loss including shApe and TimE) loss crite-
rion [12], which aims to accurately detect sudden abrupt changes
in the data. Speci�cally, DILATE is a weighted linear combination
of shape (represented using Dynamic Time Warping - DTW) and
temporal localization error (represented using the Temporal Dis-
tortion Index - TDI), which makes it suitable for improving the
trajectory of forecasting. The encoder’s and decoder’s RNN cell is
a unidirectional single-layered GRU with 128 features in the hid-
den layer. The decoder’s RNN is followed by a dense layer with
a hidden dimension of 16. The �nal dense layer operated on the
neurons in the hidden layer to produce an output vector of length
3 = 96. We use a look-back window size of ? = 96, a look-ahead
size of 5 = 48, and impute the data for a prediction window size
of 3 = 96. We use Adam optimizer with its default parameters
(U = 0.001, V1 = 0.9, V2 = 0.999, n = 10�7) and a learning rate of
10�3 for the joint training of the encoder and the decoder network.
The models are implemented in PyTorch [19]. Training is done on
mini-batches of size 16, for up to 500 epochs, with an early stop-
ping criterion on the validation error. The training stops when the
validation error stops to improve for over 10 epochs.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Heart Rate (HR) is a highly sensitive physiological marker that can
vary signi�cantly with slight changes in the time series data. For
instance, monitoring peaks in HR serves as the primary clinical in-
dicator for cardiovascular dysfunction and resting heart rate (RHR)

has been shown to have a signi�cant association with cardiovas-
cular and non-cardiovascular outcomes. Even for a single person,
the heart rate variation is quite high when the person is involved
in any intense activity, with a long tail for the most intense activ-
ity. Considering the sensitivity and abruptness of heart rate, it is
imperative to preserve any variations with maximum precision. To
handle the missing values present across this physiological marker,
simply removing them would certainly result in the loss of valuable
information and user-speci�c characteristics.

Missing heart rate values could be imputed at the granularity of
the tracker device (once every 15 seconds) or at an aggregate level
of a day (aligning to the circadian rhythm), or at a larger timeframe
in the order of days or weeks that potentially re�ect people’s habits
and patterns. For the rest of the paper, we report the performance
of our model at a 15-minute granularity.

5.1 Time Encoding for Imputation
As discussed in Section 3, time encodings (TE) construct signals
which account for user-speci�c characteristics like routines and
periodic behavior. To understand their impact on heart rate impu-
tation, we train an Encoder-decoder framework with and without
time embeddings.

With the addition of time encodings the model is able to learn the
�ner variations (at the minute level) in heart rate, while inducing
faster convergence. In some cases, the model trained using time
embeddings is able to learn the peculiarities of the data at merely
the 200th round of training, while a model trained without time
embeddings fails to do so even at the 500th round of training, as
shown in Figure 4. In our experiments, we �nd that our method
(either with or without TE) outperforms other models on all the
users with heart rate data.

Table 1 also depicts that the encoder-decoder model with time
encodings exhibits higher performance compared to the one with-
out time encodings. This superior performance is observed across
all performance metrics including MAE, RMSE, and MAPE, against
two popular statistical methods: VAR and Prophet [23].
VAR is a statistical technique that models each variable as a linear
combination of past values of itself, the past values of other markers
in the system, and an error term.
Prophet is a univariate time series forecasting tool that is based on a
decomposable additive model where non-linear trends are �t with
seasonality.

Model MAE RMSE MAPE
Seq2Seq with TE 10.13 12.83 0.12

VAR 11.58 14.71 0.14
Prophet 13.43 16.15 0.25

Table 1: Accuracy of imputation on the heart for various
methods on look-back (past context) of 24 hours, prediction
(output) of 24 hours at a granularity of 15 minutes on users
with heart rate data.

5.2 Window Size for Imputation
We try to understand the impact of varying window sizes on the
accuracy of heart rate imputation. In particular, we vary the past
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Figure 3: A schematic representing the Encoder-decoder architecture used to time series imputation. Besides the conventional
training paradigm, our framework incorporates additional temporal features and scheduled sampling.

Figure 4: Performance of imputation framework (a) without
temporal encoding at epoch 500 (b) with temporal encoding
at epoch 200

window size also referred to as look-back (?), future window size
also referred to as look-ahead (5 ) and prediction window size also
referred to as the lead. Speci�cally, we vary each of these variables
across long horizons (12 hours, 1 day, 2 days) and short horizons (2
hours, 3 hours, 4 hours).

Table 2 shows the performance metrics obtained from the ex-
periments conducted on a subset of user data. Clearly, very large
horizon window sizes (e.g., ? = 5 = 192) lead to high RMSE, DTW
and TDI metrics, indicating the ine�cacy of large windows to
capture the relevant spatiotemporal context. Similarly, for small
window sizes (? = 16, 5 = 8), although the model achieves a decent

RMSE, it fails to account for the long-term dependencies and re-
gresses to the underlying trend in the data. Further, forecasting for
such a short time span can only cater to speci�c types of missing
data. Between the two extremes, there does exist one (or more)
appropriate windows (e.g., ? = 96, 5 = 48,3 = 96) which not only
performs well on the standard error metrics but also has learned
the shape (DTW) and temporal features (TDI) in the data.

p, f, d MAE RMSE MAPE DTW TDI

16, 8, 12 4.4 5.1 .07 0.2 1.78
16, 8, 8 4.2 5.4 .06 .17 0.81

48, 48, 12 5.7 7.1 .08 .27 0.86
48, 48, 24 5.9 7.4 .09 .34 4.48
48, 48, 48 5.8 6.9 .09 .46 6.15

96, 24, 24 4.3 5.6 .06 .28 2.26
96, 24, 48 3.5 4.88 .05 .37 2.77
96, 48, 8 5.2 6.4 .08 .2 0.82
96, 48, 48 4.0 5.1 .06 .38 4.8
96, 96, 24 5.0 6.3 .06 .33 2.64
96, 96, 48 5.4 6.7 .08 .55 1.17
96, 48, 96 3.6 4.80 .05 .50 0.64

Table 2: Performance of data imputation framework on heart
rate for various past window sizes (look-back = p), prediction
window sizes (lead = d), and future window sizes (look-ahead
= f)

5.3 Impact on Downstream task
To simulate the impact of missing data and imputation, we con-
struct a multiple linear regression problem whereby we use data
corresponding to very high activity and step count to predict the
heart rate at a 15-minute granularity. As shown in Figure 5(a, i),
the hyper-plane which best �ts this data can be mathematically
represented as. = 9.03-1+0.36-2+63.42where-1 denotes high in-
tensity activity,-2 denotes the step count, and. corresponds to the
heart rate. Here \1 = 9.03 represents the regression coe�cient of .
with respect to -1 when -2 is considered constant and \2 = 0.36
represents the regression coe�cient of . with respect to -1 when
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Figure 5: Analysis of the downstream task of estimating the heart rate of a random user using the step count and fraction of
time (in minutes) spent in high-intensity activity. Each plot depicts a hyper-plane that best �ts the (i) original data; (ii) (Top)
data obtained by synthetically removing data corresponding to an entire day; (Bottom) data obtained by synthetically removing
data between 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM for a week; (iii) data obtained post imputation using our imputation framework; (iv) depicts
the projection of hyper-plane onto the axis corresponding to high intensity.

-2 is considered constant. Similarly, the hyper-plane corresponding
to data in Figure 5(b, i) is . = 21.77-1 + 0.39-2 + 62.62.

Now, we synthetically induce missing information based on user
compliance characteristics, as described by Rubin et al. [15, 21].

Missing Completely At Random (MCAR):While di�erent individuals
exhibit di�erent compliance behaviors, it is possible that a highly
compliant user forgets to wear his/her tracker. This would result in
a large continuous chunk of missing values corresponding to that
user’s data spanning hours or even days. We synthetically design
this type of missing information by removing data for a randomly
selected user across a span of one day.

Not Missing At Random (NMAR): Some users prefer to remove their
wearables when indulging in high-intensity tasks or physical activ-
ities. Such behavior can certainly result in missing information of
various lengths across a day. Since it is preferred to work out during
the evening or early morning, depending on the personal charac-
teristics of the user, this missing information might be periodic and
seasonal in nature. We simulate this scenario by discarding data
from 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM across a week for a randomly selected
user.

We analyze the shift in the �tted hyper-plane after introducing
missing values based onMCAR and NMAR. As shown in Figure 5(ii),
\1 changes from a value of 9.03 to -11.54 in MCAR and from 21.77
to -0.09 in NMAR, violating the original hypothesis that the heart
rate varies positively with the variations in high-intensity activity.
There is not much variation in the values of \2 and intercept 2 .

However, after imputing the missing values using our algorithm
(Figure 5(iii)), we observe that \1 changes to 6.33 in MCAR and
24.14 corresponding to NMAR, which is very close to our original
hypothesis. Figure 5(iv) shows the relationship between Intensity
and heart rate after imputation using VAR. \1 changes from of 9.03
to -14.76 (MCAR) and from 21.77 to -10.67 (NMAR), violating our
original hypothesis and underscoring the importance of an accu-
rate imputation framework that looks beyond the standard error
metrics. This analysis supports our claim to optimize imputation
for downstream tasks.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Activity trackers provide the platform to conduct behavior and
health studies on a large scale with open recruitment and low study
cost. The data collected from these hardware devices can come
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up with many problems that may lead to wrong conclusions. Our
work explores the implications of missing data, which is one of
the most common problems. The proposed RNN-based algorithm
with temporal encoding features to impute data is accurate with
standard metrics while having limited impact on a downstream
task that correlates physiological markers. Future works could in-
clude jointly optimizing standard metrics and downstream tasks to
develop custom imputation methods. We believe there are still a
signi�cant number of open challenges in dealing with missing val-
ues in healthcare data, its e�ect on downstream analysis, modeling
user behavior, and dealing with class imbalances.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile health programs are becoming an increasingly popular medium
for dissemination of health information among beneficiaries in less
privileged communities. Kilkari is one of the world’s largest mobile
health programs which delivers time sensitive audio-messages to
pregnant women and new mothers. We have been collaborating with
ARMMAN, a non-profit in India which operates the Kilkari program,
to identify bottlenecks to improve the efficiency of the program. In
particular, we provide an initial analysis of the trajectories of benefi-
ciaries’ interaction with the mHealth program and examine elements
of the program that can be potentially enhanced to boost its success.
We cluster the cohort into different buckets based on listenership
so as to analyze listenership patterns for each group that could help
boost program success . We also demonstrate preliminary results on
using historical data in a time-series prediction to identify benefi-
ciary dropouts and enable NGOs in devising timely interventions to
strengthen beneficiary retention.

KEYWORDS
Time-Series Prediction, Mobile Health

1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile Health (mHealth) programs make use of mobile phone de-
vices to deliver healthcare services while raising awareness about
critical information and knowledge that contributes to optimal health
outcomes. They play a key role in making healthcare more accessible
for the less privileged [5, 9, 18].

In this paper, we focus on our collaboration with ARMMAN
[3], an India-based non-profit organization which conducts mHealth
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programs in India to increase awareness during antenatal and postpar-
tum care for pregnant women and mothers. It has adopted mHealth
interventions to assist in bringing down maternal and child mor-
tality rates. mMitra, an initiative by ARMMAN, is a free mobile
call service that delivers organized preventive care information to
enrolled women throughout their pregnancy and child infancy, on a
weekly/bi-weekly basis. mMitra has successfully deployed SAHELI
[17], a system to efficiently utilize the limited capacity of healthcare
resources to boost engagement with the program.

In 2016, the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW)
launched the Kilkari program, a free mobile health (mHealth) educa-
tion service that sends women preventive care information during
pregnancy and child infancy. Kilkari is an IVR service designed
to deliver weekly pre-recorded, stage-specific audio messages to
pregnant women and mothers with children under the age of 1 year.
Currently operational in 18 states and Union Terriroties, Kilkari has
reached over 30 million women and their children to date, and has
3 million active subscribers. ARMMAN is a technical, content &
creative production, and implementation partner to the MoHFW in
making Kilkari available pan-India.

Like most mHealth programs [1, 7], Kilkari continues to evolve
with improvements in technology and infrastructure. We discuss
some unexplored questions based on these new developments in
Kilkari. Our key contributions are :

• Analyzing listenership patterns of different beneficiary
buckets: We segment our cohort of beneficiaries into four
buckets based on listenership (High Pickup Rate - High En-
gagement Rate, High Pickup Rate - Low Engagement Rate,
Low Pickup Rate - High Engagement Rate, Low Pickup Rate -
Low Engagement Rate ) and analyse each bucket individually.
This segmentation helps us analyze the problem of listener-
ship using two metrics - pickup and engagement - which we
show are equally important. While previous works have only
used pickup rates as an indication of listenership, we show
that high pickup rates could be coupled with low engagement
rates and thus should be taken into account to bolster program
success.

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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• Analyzing the impact of time slot on call pickup and call
engagement: For our analysis, we construct seven time slots
in the interval from 8 AM to 10 PM, divided into two-hour
intervals. All calls, including reattempts, are put into one
of these time slots. Our findings show that the beneficiaries
in different buckets tend to exhibit a preference for some
time slots over the others, which can be useful in boosting
listenership

• Predicting low-listeners: Our final contribution is predicting
engagement rates (the rate at which beneficiary listens to a
call for more than 30 seconds) along with pickup rates (the
rate at which beneficiary picks up calls) of the entire cohort
using preliminary time-series modelling. We showcase how
to make such predictions using only listenership trajectories
and no demographic features, which can be useful in pro-
grams with sensitive and limited beneficiary information, a
key characteristic of most mHealth programs. Additionally,
predicting low-listenership of beneficiaries from historical
data can assist NGOs in planning timely interventions to
improve beneficiary retention.

Through the study of Kilkari as a real-world use case, our analysis
offers insights that can be extended to other large-scale mHealth
programs.

2 RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND
Adherence monitoring in healthcare is an extensively studied prob-
lem for diseases like HIV [16], cardiac problems [15], Tuberculosis
[6, 13], etc. In mobile health programs as well, techniques such
as sequential modelling [12] and markov decision process models
[6, 8] have been used to improve beneficiaries adherence to audio
messages.

Kilkari is the largest maternal mHealth messaging program in
the world [2]. Given the scale of Kilkari’s outreach, it has been a
subject of multiple research studies in the past [4, 10]. Infrastructural
and technological investments have led to the successful resolution
of some of the key challenges discussed in previous works, while
others have become less significant in the course of time.

[4] address the process of scaling Kilkari successfully across ge-
ographies. At scale, Kilkari was redesigned to make calls throughout
the day as opposed to based on subscriber preference to increase
cost-efficiency. An unintentional consequence was that sometimes
calls were made at times that could prove unsuitable to beneficia-
ries. [4] also highlight certain considerations that need to be taken
into account in achieving success at scale among the rural population,
such as sim churn and gender gap in mobile phone access and digital
literacy. [11] investigate the impact of variations in phone ownership
levels among different social strata, such as income and education.
The paper highlights that a successfully picked call may not guar-
antee that it was answered by the intended recipient, as it may have
been answered by another unaware family member. Consequently,
it would be beneficial to analyse call engagement (duration of call
listened to) in conjunction with pickup rate to measure the outcome
of the program, as opposed to analysing pickup rates exclusively.
Our work represents the first attempt in predicting both pickup rates
and engagement rates for program beneficiaries.

The key contribution of this paper centers around the challenges
that Kilkari faces presently, in particular emphasizing predicting and
contacting beneficiaries in their preferred time slots, as well as priori-
tizing program engagement rates along with pickup rates. Finally, we
use predictive time-series modelling to predict engagement rates and
pickup rates of the cohort. [14] also uses a predictive model for low
listenership prediction. However, our work uses both engagement
and call pickup as metrics for low listenership, which our secondary
analysis from bucketing beneficiaries shows are equally important
metrics. We thus learn separate binary classification models for both
these target variables. Moreover, our secondary analysis also un-
derscores factors such as time slot of placing calls and technical
success rate of calls which can be important for boosting pickup and
engagement rates for the low listener groups, which has not been
highlighted by [14].

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
3.1 Data Description
The Kilkari mobile health program is an outbound service that makes
periodic automated voice calls to pregnant women and new mothers,
starting from the second trimester of pregnancy until the time the
child is one year old. One voice message is scheduled for every
beneficiary in each of these 72 weeks, which contains information
on topics such as maternal and child health, immunization and family
planning.

Each beneficiary receives a maximum of 9 call attempts over 4
days, until they pick up the phone to increase the probability of them
picking up the call. For every call attempt, the time and day of the
attempt as well as the technical status is noted in the call records
database. The technical status gives information on whether the call
was picked up or the line was busy, switched off or out of network
coverage.

In our analysis, we consider beneficiaries enrolled in the Kilkari
program in the Indian state of Orissa between the year 2020-2022.
Particularly, we take the set of 240K beneficiaries registered in Orissa
and who received a call in the first week of 2022. We then create a
dataset of their call history trajectory containing information on call
attempts number, date and time of call, gestational age of beneficiary
at the time of call, technical status of call and duration of the call.

3.2 Time Slot Analysis
Every week, a beneficiary receives the first call attempt on the same
day as the day of their Last Menstrual Period date. If the beneficiary
doesn’t pick up the call, the call is attempted again.

However, the time of receiving a call in a day is currently ran-
domized. In our analysis, we demonstrate the value in predicting
and utilizing a favourable time slot for beneficiaries.

3.3 Low-Listenership Prediction
Low-listenership of beneficiaries can be characterised using various
metrics. Based on discussions with domain experts, we consider two
definitions of low-listenership:

(1) low-pickup rate: beneficiaries who have picked up less than 3
calls within a 6 week time window
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(2) low-engagement rate: beneficiaries who have engaged with a
call less than 3 times within a 6 week time window. Engage-
ment is defined as listening to a call for more than 30 seconds
(average message length is typically around 90 seconds).

Based on these definitions, we consider the following problem:
Can a prediction be made in advance on when a beneficiary will
become a low-listener. In such a case, early intervention by the NGO
can help keep beneficiaries engaged with the health-information
calls in the long run.

This low-listenership prediction problem can be formulated as
a time-series prediction task. Starting at some point in time, we
use history of beneficiaries’ listenership trajectory for #5 40CDA4B
weeks to predict low-listenership #> 5 5 B4C weeks in the future. To
convert the raw dataset described previously for the time series
prediction task, we split listenership trajectory of all beneficiaries
into multiple rolling windows. Specifically, each window is of length
#5 40CDA4B + #> 5 5 B4C + 6 weeks where the last 6 weeks are used
for defining the low-listenership binary flag. For each beneficiary,
we create time series of duration of calls every week, number of
attempts, status of calls, and the date and time of calls. Given these
temporal features, we try to predict whether a beneficiary would have
low-listenership. Note that beneficiaries enter and exit the Kilkari
program at different points in time. Thus, we would get different
number of time-windows for different beneficiaries.

Finally, we split the beneficiaries into train (80%) and test (20%)
sets, and thus create the train and test time series datasets. Splitting
on beneficiaries rather than temporally allows us to learn a prediction
model that can predict low-listenership for new beneficiaries which
enter the system and have at least #5 40CDA4B weeks of call history.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Measuring efficacy of each successive attempt
The IVR System makes a maximum of 9 attempts to a beneficiary
in a week. Fig.1 shows the percentage of beneficiaries reached with
each successive attempt. The magnitude of the bars indicates the
effectiveness of an attempt in reaching beneficiaries. We see a steady
decrease in the percentage of beneficiaries that are reached with
each successive attempt. The blue line indicates the cumulative
percentage of beneficiaries reached. It can be seen that on average,
23% beneficiaries are not reached despite 9 attempts. Given the scale
of the program, this is a significant number.

4.2 Analysing Listenership Patterns of Beneficiary
buckets

Based on call pickup and call engagement behaviour, the benefi-
ciaries were divided into four buckets: High Pickup Rate - High
Engagement Rate, High Pickup Rate - Low Engagement Rate, Low
Pickup Rate - High Engagement Rate, Low Pickup Rate - Low
Engagement Rate. To avoid noisy patterns caused due to ad hoc
listenership, two extreme set of beneficiaries were picked from the
original data - those that have a high listening trajectory of greater
than 50 weeks and those who have a lower listening trajectory of
less than 20 weeks. These sets were constructed for the purpose
of preliminary analysis, and we plan to expand them further in the
future to include more beneficiaries. The previously mentioned four

Figure 1: Efficacy of each successive attempt

Pickup Listenership High Low
High 1212 2651
Low 1421 6087

Table 1: Distribution of beneficiary in each bucket

buckets were then constructed from the union of these two sets of
beneficiaries. The distribution of beneficiaries per bucket is as per
Table 1.

Three major conclusions can be drawn from the analysis:
• High pickup rate need not translate to high engagement.
• Contacting beneficiaries in their preferred time slots could

increase listenership.
• Technical failures reduce pickup rates and could potentially

lead to dropouts.
Some external factors could also affect beneficiary pick up rates

and engagement. For example, there was an observed decrease in
listenership of specific beneficiaries during the New Year period,
which could be a possible phenomenon during most major festivities.
Fig.2 illustrates this for one beneficiary. The first graph indicates
which attempt day the call was picked on. The red hashed bars
indicate weeks when the call was not picked up. The second plot
shows whether the beneficiary engaged with the call (green bar) or
not (red bar). Finally, the last graph indicates the week of the year at
each Kilkari message index. We see the period of new year’s starts
around message index 45, around which the beneficiary doesn’t pick
up calls.

For figures 3, 4, 5 and 6, the six graphs display various charac-
teristics of these aggregate groups. The first left graph shows the
average pickup rate. The first right graph shows on average, what
attempt day did the beneficiaries pick up the call in (’blue’ if attempt
day 1, ’green’ if attempt day 2, ’brown’ if attempt day 3, ’red’ if
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Figure 2: Listenership pattern of a beneficiary around new year
- the red hashed bars indicate that the beneficiary did not pick
up calls around new years

attempt day 4). The second left graph indicates the average tech-
nical success ratio (a green dot indicates a technical success ratio
greater than 0.5, a red dot will indicate otherwise). The second right
graph indicates which time slot did most of the beneficiaries pick
up in out of the 7 time slots . Time Slot 0 is the earliest time slot
(8AM-10PM) and Time Slot 6 is the latest (8PM-10PM) The third
left graph indicates the call duration on average for every message
index (’red’ i.e non-engaging if call duration <= 30.0 seconds else
’green’ i.e engaging). The third right graph indicates which day of
the week did most of the beneficiaries pick up in. Day 0 indicates a
Monday and Day 6 a Sunday. The color-coded scatter plots of time
slot and day of the week are for easy visualisation of which points
are in abundance.

4.2.1 Bucket 1: High Pickup Rate - High Engagement Rate

beneficiaries. On average, this group of beneficiaries (Fig. 3) picked
up the call on the first attempt day. The average technical success
rate for these beneficiaries was extremely high, around 90%. Thus,
high pickup rates seem to be indicative of a good technical success
ratio. Most of these beneficiaries seem to pick up across diverse call
time slots, with a slight preference for time slot 5 (6 PM to 8 PM).

4.2.2 Bucket 2: High Pickup Rate - Low Engagement Rate

beneficiaries. The second bucket (Fig.4) comprises of beneficiaries
that highlight one of the key focus points of this paper - engagement
in the program is a better metric than pickup rates to measure
program success. Despite a high average technical success rate, the
engagement in the program remains low. While a predictive model
for pickup rates will prefer this set of beneficiaries over beneficiaries
with lower pick up rates, a predictive model for call engagement will
ensure that beneficiaries more receptive to the program are given
their due attention.

4.2.3 Bucket 3: Low Pickup Rate - High Engagement Rate

beneficiaries. The third bucket (Fig.5) of beneficiaries tends to
highly engage with the program, despite lower pickup rates. A possi-
ble reason for lower pick up rates could be the low average technical

Figure 3: Listenership patterns of beneficiaries with high pick
up rates and high listenership

Figure 4: Listenership patterns of beneficiaries with high pick
up rates and low listenership

success rates of calls. These beneficiaries also display a strong pref-
erence for the morning and evening slots, with most calls being
picked up during the first two and last two slots of the day. Thus,
providing a higher number of attempts to address technical failures
and rearranging calls for beneficiaries in this bucket for early or late
in the day can potentially improve their performance in the program
.

Figure 5: Listenership patterns of beneficiaries with low pick up
rates and high listenership
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4.2.4 Bucket 4: Low Pickup Rate - Low Engagement Rate

beneficiaries. The average technical success rate for these benefi-
ciaries (Fig. 6) is the lowest out of all the buckets, and is a meager
20%. This indicates that most calls made to these beneficiaries do
not go through. This could be contributory to their low pickup rates.
Finally, the beneficiaries also show a preference for the first and last
time slots of the day. Addressing the correct time slots to place calls,
driving engagement for calls that do connect despite lower pick up
rates, and increasing the number of attempts to counter the effect
of technical failures can potentially boost the performance of these
beneficiaries.

Figure 6: Listenership patterns of beneficiaries with low pick up
rates and low listenership

4.3 Technical Failures and pick up rates
Certain beneficiaries are more susceptible to technical failures than
others, which can affect their pickup rates and might eventually
lead to them getting dropped out of the program. Dropouts are cru-
cial in Kilkari as they save resources for the program by avoiding
unnecessary attempts to phone numbers that are no longer in ser-
vice, or to people who were incorrectly registered in the program.
However, an unintended effect may be the possibility of dropouts in
poor network coverage areas. While such issues can be addressed in
due course with improvements in network coverage, it is critical to
make multiple attempts to ensure maximum beneficiaries can receive
technically successful calls.

Fig.7 shows the listening trajectory of a beneficiary who picks
up all the calls. The first graph shows the attempt day on which the
call was picked (’blue’ if attempt day = 1, ’green’ if attempt day
= 2, ’maroon’ if attempt day = 3, ’red’ if attempt day = 4). The
second graph shows the engagement of the beneficiary every week
(green bar implies engaging and red bar implies non-engaging). The
red hashed bars in both the graphs indicate calls that haven’t been
picked up. Finally, the final graph plots Boolean values of whether
the beneficiary received technically successful (green) and failed
(red) calls. Weeks with only red dots indicate that no technically
successful calls were made that week.

We see that the beneficiary loses up to 5 weeks of messages
due to a series of technical failures. It is interesting to note that
after 6 weeks of no listenership, beneficiaries are dropped from
the program.Kilkari has the flexibility of increasing the number of

attempt days that beneficiaries are contacted over, hence identifying
the segment of beneficiaries prone to technical failures and reaching
them over a greater number of attempts can help further boost pickup
rates in the program.

Figure 7: A beneficiary who picks up all calls except when they
are complete technical failures - the beneficiary loses upto 5
weeks of messages due to technical failures

4.4 Analysis of time slot on listener pickup and
engagement rates

Currently, calls in Kilkari are made at random times during the day.
For analysis, we have constructed seven time slots in the interval
from 8 AM to 10 PM, divided into two-hour intervals. Calling ben-
eficiaries in their preferred time slot can help in increasing pickup
and engagement rates. As seen in Fig.8, there is a clear preference in
the total cohort for morning time slots, which boasts of the highest
pickup rates. However, for beneficiaries with low pickup rates and
low engagement, all slots perform equally poorly with the exception
of the first and last time slot (Fig.9). As discussed previously, one
possible reason is the issue of phone ownership, where the benefi-
ciary has access to the phone in only the earlier or later parts of the
day.

Currently, there are plans to update the IVR infrastructure to
allow for maximum outreach. While bandwidth will no longer be an
issue in the newer version of the IVR system, concurrency of calls
still acts as a bottleneck. Thus, it might not be possible to call all
beneficiaries in the morning or evening slots and leave the remaining
slots with no bandwidth utilization. We aim to build a predictive
model to calculate the top-k preferred time slots of beneficiaries,
and optimize calling times in a way that can bring up the overall
pickup and engagement rates of the cohort while working under the
constraint of the number of concurrent calls that can be made at a
particular time.

4.5 Predicting low-listeners
To segment beneficiaries into different clusters and to help NGOs
plan for timely interventions that can increase program retention,
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Model Features Balanced Accuracy Precision@5 AUC

Logistic Regression duration, attempt, status, date 0.756635 0.871566 0.828824
Logistic Regression duration, attempt, status 0.756471 0.869925 0.828644

Feedforward NN duration, attempt, status 0.756136 0.872381 0.828275
Feedforward NN duration, attempt 0.756120 0.872837 0.828449

LSTM duration, attempt 0.756097 0.876322 0.828866
Feedforward NN duration, attempt, status, date 0.755964 0.871730 0.828090

Logistic Regression duration, attempt 0.755885 0.874805 0.828331
LSTM duration, attempt, status, date 0.755800 0.866317 0.827406
LSTM duration, attempt, status 0.754932 0.865422 0.826992

Random duration, attempt, status, date 0.501689 0.410071 0.501652
Random duration, attempt 0.501505 0.409128 0.501464
Random duration, attempt, status 0.500297 0.408431 0.498771

Table 2: Overall Results in predictive modeling for low-engagement prediction

Model Features Balanced Accuracy Precision@5 AUC

Feedforward NN duration, attempt, status, date 0.797638 0.430001 0.872797
Logistic Regression duration, attempt, status, date 0.796492 0.424793 0.870911

Feedforward NN duration, attempt, status 0.796021 0.425285 0.870253
Logistic Regression duration, attempt, status 0.795685 0.422127 0.870115

Feedforward NN duration, attempt 0.795241 0.420856 0.869499
Logistic Regression duration, attempt 0.794780 0.416838 0.868858

LSTM duration, attempt 0.794487 0.421922 0.869370
Random duration, attempt 0.503113 0.055565 0.503159
Random duration, attempt, status, date 0.502418 0.053555 0.500930
Random duration, attempt, status 0.501334 0.055196 0.499087

Table 3: Overall Results in predictive modeling for low-call pickup prediction

Figure 8: Pickup rates per time slot for the full cohort

we make use of beneficiaries’ historical trajectories in a time-series
model to predict low pickup rates and low engagement rates. Our
model does not make use of any beneficiary demographic features,
and is thus especially relevant for mHealth programs, where benefi-
cary information is often sensitive and limited.

Figure 9: Pickup rates per time slot for bucket 4

We use the dataset described in Section 3.3 to predict whether
beneficiaries would showcase low-listenership behaviour in the fu-
ture. Specifically, we consider two definitions of low-listenership,
low-pickup and low engagement. We thus learn separate binary
classification models for these two target variables. As input, we
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consider #CA08= = 6 weeks of listenership indicators. This includes
time series of duration of calls listened to every week, number of
call attempts every week and number of calls with every status codes
every week. We consider the following status codes that is logged
in the Kilkari system: call picked up, phone busy, phone switched
off, phone out of network, any other reason of not reaching. This
results in a total of 7 features every week. Crucially, we develop
predictive models which only use listenership behaviour data and no
beneficiary specific information.

We consider the following models in our experiments:
• Random: This is the baseline model which predicts low lis-

tenership by sampling from uniform random distribution
• Logistic Regression: This uses a logistic regression model to

predict the target variable. Time series features are flattened
and given as input to the model

• Feedforward NN: This uses a dense feedforward neural net-
work. We use 3 layers with 128 hidden units each and finally
a sigmoid acitvation for output. Binary crossentropy loss is
used to optimise the weights of the neural network. This
model also uses flattened time series as input.

• LSTM: We use Keras implementation of Long Short Term
Memory model for encoding sequential information from
beneficiaires listenership. Specifically, we use LSTM cell
with 128 hidden units followed by three layers of 128 hidden
units each. Finally, we use sigmoid activation for output. and
Binary crossentropy loss as optimization objective.

We evaluate all models on three metrics:
• Precision@K%: This is the precision in predicting low-

listenership flag if we set threshold to (100 �  )th percentile
of values. This measures the fraction of low-listeners that we
will find if top  % of beneficiaires are chosen according to
model predictions. Since health resources are limited, we use
( = 5%) in our experiments.

• Balanced Accuracy: Since we have imbalanced target dis-
tribution, we extend the notion of accuracy to imbalanced
classes. Balanced accuracy is the arithmetic mean of sensitiv-
ity and specificity.

• AUC: We also report the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
metric to compare all the models.

In table 2 and table 3, we compare different models on multiple
evaluation metrics for low-engagement and low-pickup targets re-
spectively. We notice for both the targets, ML models can perform
much better than random. This showcases that input features are
predictive of low listenership. However, we do not see any added
value from time series model like LSTM, as opposed to logistic re-
gression or feedforward neural network. Lastly, we find that adding
additional features, such as status of calls and attempts results in
slight increase in predictive performance.

5 ETHICS AND DATA USAGE
Acknowledging the responsibility associated with real-world AI sys-
tems for undeserved communities, we have closely coordinated with
domain experts from the NGO throughout our analysis. This study
falls into the category of secondary analysis of the aforementioned
dataset. We use the previously collected engagement trajectories of
different beneficiaries participating in the service call program to

train the predictive model and evaluate the performance. All the data
collected through the program is owned by the NGO and only the
NGO is allowed to share data while the research group only accesses
an anonymized version of the data.

6 CONCLUSION
In this preliminary work, we perform secondary data analysis for
Kilkari, the largest maternal mobile health program in the world.
We characterize beneficiaries’ engagement and pickup behaviour
with the program through their temporal patterns in voice message
listenership. We showcase that apart from beneficiaries’ call pickup
rates, which has been the primary focus of several previous works,
call engagement rates, preferred time slots and good call technical
success ratios are also critical for successful outreach of the program.
Lastly, we demonstrate that historical data can be used to predict
low-listenership of beneficiaries to provide tailored approaches for
beneficiary clusters and help NGOs perform timely intervention to
increase beneficiary retention. Our proposed modelling approach
relies only on past listenership trajectories, thus removing depen-
dence on any sensitive or limited beneficiary information. These
results also open up new line of ML research in areas such as fea-
ture engineering, intervention optimization and measuring behaviour
change with better access to information such as voice messages.
Our analysis and techniques can be extended to other large-scale
mHealth programs.
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ABSTRACT
To design e�ective vaccine policies, policymakers need detailed
data about who has been vaccinated, who is holding out, and why.
However, existing data in the US are insu�cient: reported vacci-
nation rates are often delayed or missing, and surveys of vaccine
hesitancy are limited by high-level questions and self-report biases.
Here, we show how large-scale search engine logs and machine
learning can be leveraged to �ll these gaps and provide novel in-
sights about vaccine intentions and behaviors. First, we develop
a vaccine intent classi�er that can accurately detect when a user
is seeking the COVID-19 vaccine on search. Our classi�er demon-
strates strong agreement with CDC vaccination rates, with corre-
lations above 0.86, and estimates vaccine intent rates to the level
of ZIP codes in real time, allowing us to pinpoint more granular
trends in vaccine seeking across regions, demographics, and time.
To investigate vaccine hesitancy, we use our classi�er to identify
two groups, vaccine early adopters and vaccine holdouts. We �nd
that holdouts, compared to early adopters matched on covariates,
are 69% more likely to click on untrusted news sites. Furthermore,
we organize 25,000 vaccine-related URLs into a hierarchical ontol-
ogy of vaccine concerns, and we �nd that holdouts are far more
concerned about vaccine requirements, vaccine development and
approval, and vaccine myths, and even within holdouts, concerns
vary signi�cantly across demographic groups. Finally, we explore
the temporal dynamics of vaccine concerns and vaccine seeking,
and �nd that key indicators emerge when individuals convert from
holding out to preparing to accept the vaccine.

KEYWORDS
COVID-19, vaccination, search logs, graph machine learning

1 INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 vaccines provide signi�cant protection against severe
cases of SARS-CoV-2 [46, 59], yet a large portion of the United
States remains unvaccinated. E�ective vaccine policies—for exam-
ple, where to place vaccine sites [49, 74], how to communicate
about the vaccine [18, 72], and how to design campaigns to reach
unvaccinated populations [5, 22, 60]—rely on detailed data about
who is seeking vaccination, who is holding out, and why. However,
existing data are insu�cient [43]. Reported vaccination rates are fre-
quently delayed [2], missing at the county-level and below [70], and
missing essential demographic data [33, 42]. Surveys provide a start-
ing point for understanding vaccine hesitancy but are often limited
by high-level questions [16], small or biased samples [13, 71], and
self-reporting biases (e.g., recall or social desirability bias) [3, 66]
especially in sensitive contexts such as vaccination [36].

† Research performed during an internship at Microsoft.

Here, we demonstrate how large-scale search logs from Bing
and machine learning (ML) can be leveraged to �ll these gaps, en-
abling �ne-grained estimation of vaccine rates and discovering the
concerns of vaccine holdouts from their search interests. While
search logs are powerful, with widespread coverage, real-time sig-
nals, and access to personal interests, the vast amounts of data they
provide are unlabeled and unstructured, consisting of billions of
natural language queries and clicks on search results. To derive
meaning from these queries and clicks, we �rst impose structure by
constructing query-click graphs, which encode aggregated query-
click patterns as bipartite networks. Second, using a combination
of semi-supervised graph ML techniques and manual annotation,
we develop two computational resources that enable us to extract
vaccine behaviors from large unlabeled search logs.

First, we develop a vaccine intent classi�er that can accurately
detect when a user is seeking the COVID-19 vaccine on search. Our
classi�er achieves areas under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUCs) above 0.90 on held-out vaccine intent labels in all
states, and demonstrates strong agreement with CDC vaccination
rates across states (A = 0.86) and over time (A = 0.89). Using our
classi�er, we can estimate vaccine intent rates to the level of ZIP
code tabulation areas (ZCTAs), approximately 10x the granularity
of counties and preceding lags in reporting. We carefully correct for
bias in our estimates from non-uniform Bing coverage, and demon-
strate minimal additional bias from our classi�er, as it achieves
equivalent true and false positive rates across regions.

Second, we construct a novel ontology of COVID-19 vaccine con-
cerns on search. Our ontology consists of 25,000 vaccine-related
URLs, clicked on by Bing users, that we organize into a hierarchy of
vaccine concerns from eight top categories to 36 subcategories to
156 low-level URL clusters. Unlike surveys, our ontology discovers
these concerns directly from users’ expressed interests and explores
them at multiple scales. Furthermore, by measuring individuals’
interest in each concern from their clicks, we capture revealed pref-
erences, side-stepping potential biases in self-reporting [24, 66].

Combining our ontology with the vaccine intent classi�er al-
lows us to conduct a thorough analysis of how individuals’ vaccine
concerns relate to whether they decide to seek the vaccine. We
use our classi�er to identify two groups of users—vaccine early
adopters and vaccine holdouts—and compare their search behav-
iors. We identify signi�cant di�erences in their vaccine concerns
and news consumption; for example, compared to early adopters
matched on covariates, vaccine holdouts are 69%more likely to click
on untrusted news sites. We �nd that vaccine concerns also di�er
signi�cantly even within holdouts, varying across demographic
groups. Finally, we analyze the temporal dynamics of vaccine con-
cerns and vaccine seeking, and discover that individuals exhibit

1
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telltale shifts in vaccine concerns when they eventually convert
from holding out to preparing to accept the vaccine.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) A novel vaccine intent classi�er, developed with graph ML

and human annotation, that achieves AUCs above 0.9 on all
states and strong agreement with CDC vaccination rates;

(2) Bias-corrected estimates of vaccine intent rates from our
classi�er, including estimates for over 20,000 ZCTAs;

(3) A hierarchical ontology of COVID-19 vaccine concerns,
including 25,000 URLs clicked on by Bing users, 156 URL
clusters, 36 subcategories, and eight top categories;

(4) Analyses of vaccine holdouts’ search concerns and news
consumption, comparing to early adopters and studying
dynamics over time.

We are publicly releasing our code, vaccine estimates, and ontol-
ogy.1 We hope that our resources, methods, and analyses can pro-
vide researchers and public health agencies with valuable insights
about vaccine behaviors, helping to guide more e�ective, data-
driven interventions.

2 DATA
Our work uses a variety of datasets, including Bing search logs,
CDC vaccination rates, US Census data, and Newsguard labels
(Figure 1). Bing is the second largest search engine worldwide and
in the US, with a US market share of around 6% on all platforms and
around 11% on desktop [65]. Despite having non-uniform coverage
across the US, Bing has enough penetration in the US that we can
estimate representative samples after applying inverse proportional
weighting (Section 4). The Bing data we use consist of individual
queries made by users, where for each query, we have information
including the text of the query, an anonymized ID of the user, the
timestamp, the estimated geolocation (ZIP code, county, and state),
and the set of URLs clicked on, if any. Since our work is motivated
by insu�cient vaccine data and vaccine concerns in the US, we limit
our study to search logs in the USmarket. However, the methods we
introduce could be extended to study vaccination rates and vaccine
concerns in other languages and countries. We apply our vaccine
intent classi�er (Section 3) to all Bing search logs in the US from
February 1 to August 31, 2021.2

To evaluate our vaccine intent classi�er, we compare it to vacci-
nation rates reported by the CDC (Section 4). The CDC provides
daily vaccination rates at the levels of states [27] and counties [26].
CDC data are essential but limited, with a substantial portion of
county-level data missing. These limitations serve as one of the
motivations of our work, since we hope that our vaccine intent clas-
si�er can serve as a complementary resource to monitor vaccination
rates, especially in smaller regions. To characterize demographic
trends in vaccine intent, we use data from the US Census’ 2020
5-year American Community Survey [15]. To capture political lean,
we use county-level data from the 2020 US presidential election [53].
To quantify the trustworthiness of di�erent news sites, we use labels

1https://github.com/microsoft/vaccine_search_study.
2February 2021 was the earliest that we could study following data protection guide-
lines, which allow us to store and analyze search logs up to 18 months in the past.
We end in August 2021, since the FDA approved booster shots in September and our
method is not designed to disambiguate between vaccine seeking for the primary
series versus boosters.
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Figure 1: Our work integrates a variety of datasets and meth-
ods to analyze vaccine behaviors from search logs.

from Newsguard [52]. Finally, to evaluate the representativeness
of Bing search trends, we compare them to Google search trends,
which are publicly available online [34].

Data ethics. Our work was approved by the Microsoft IRB o�ce
and by an internal privacy review process which included o�cers
from both Microsoft Research and the Bing product team. When we
use search logs, we are mindful of the need to balance privacy and
social bene�ts when using potentially sensitive user data. While
we study individual search logs, since we need to be able to link in-
dividual vaccine outcomes (as predicted by our classi�er) to search
interests, those sessions are assembled using only anonymous user
identi�ers, which are disassociated from any speci�c user accounts
or user pro�les, and cannot be linked to any other Microsoft prod-
ucts. Likewise, in this anonymous view of the logs, location and
demographic data were limited to ZIP code-level accuracy. Finally,
we are careful to only report results aggregated over thousands of
individuals. Aside from Bing search logs, all of the data sources we
use are publicly available and aggregated over many individuals.

3 VACCINE INTENT CLASSIFIER
Our �rst goal is to develop a classi�er that can accurately detect
when a search user is expressing vaccine intent, i.e., trying to get
the COVID-19 vaccine (e.g., book an appointment or �nd a loca-
tion). Detecting vaccine intent requires precision: for example, if
a user issues the query [covid vaccine], they may be trying to get
the vaccine, but they could also be generally curious about vaccine
information or eligibility. Thus, we begin by de�ning a set of regu-
lar expressions that allow us to identify vaccine intent queries, i.e.,
queries that unambiguously express vaccine intent. To be included,
the query must include both a COVID-19 term (“covid” or “coro-
navirus”) and a vaccine term (“vaccin”, “vax”, “johnson”, etc.). In
addition, the query must satisfy at least one of the following criteria:
(1) matching some variant of “�nd me a COVID-19 vaccine”, (2)
containing appointment-related words or location-seeking words,
(3) containing a pharmacy name.

2
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Figure 2: Our pipeline of methods to identify a large, high-
precision set of vaccine intent URLs.

However, in addition to maintaining high precision, we seek to
detect as many users as possible who have expressed vaccine intent,
so that we have su�cient statistical power for our downstream
analyses. Since our search logs contain both queries and clicks, we
lose the opportunity to detect many more users if we only detect
vaccine intent based on queries. For example, a user may issue the
ambiguous query [covid vaccine], but then click on the URL for
the CVS COVID-19 vaccine registration page, thus clarifying their
intent through their clicks [61]. The challenge with URLs is that
they are less formulaic than queries, so we cannot easily de�ne
regular expressions to identify URLs expressing vaccine intent.

Our key insight is that, while we cannot use regular expressions
to identify URLs, we can use them to identify vaccine intent queries
and then use those queries to identify URLs, based on common
query-click patterns. For example, vaccine intent queries such as
[cvs covid vaccine] or [covid vaccine near me] may result in clicks
on the CVS COVID-19 vaccine registration page. To capture these
patterns, we construct query-click graphs [20, 45], which are bipar-
tite networks between queries and URLs where an edge from a
query to a URL indicates how often this query is followed by a click
on this URL. Speci�cally, we construct a query-click graph per US
state, aggregating over queries and clicks from two representative
months in our study period (April and August 2021). Then, our
pipeline proceeds in three steps (Figure 2): �rst, we use personal-
ized PageRank to propagate labels from queries to URLs, so that we
can generate a set of URL candidates (Section 3.1); next, we present
the URL candidates to annotators on Amazon Mechanical Turk to
label as vaccine intent or not (Section 3.2); �nally, we use those
labels to train graph neural networks (GNNs) so that we can further
expand our set of vaccine intent URLs (Section 3.3).

3.1 Personalized PageRank for URL candidates
Personalized PageRank [14] is a common technique for seed expan-
sion, where a set of seed nodes in a graph are identi�ed as members
of a community, and one wishes to expand from that set to identify
more community members [40]. In our case, the vaccine intent
queries act as our seed set, and our goal is to spread the in�uence
from the seed set over the rest of the query-click graph. Given a
seed set ( , personalized PageRank derives a score for each node in
the graph that represents the probability of landing on that node
when running random walks from ( .

State URL
CA https://myturn.ca.gov/

https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
https://www.goodrx.com/covid-19/walgreens
https://www.costco.com/covid-vaccine.html

https://www.walgreens.com/topic/promotion/covid-vaccine.jsp
NY https://covid19vaccine.health.ny.gov/

https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
https://www.walgreens.com/topic/promotion/covid-vaccine.jsp

https://vaccine�nder.nyc.gov/
https://www.goodrx.com/covid-19/walgreens

TX https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
https://vaccine.heb.com/

https://www.walgreens.com/topic/promotion/covid-vaccine.jsp
https://corporate.walmart.com/covid-vaccine

https://dshs.texas.gov/covidvaccine/
FL https://www.publix.com/covid-vaccine

https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
https://www.walgreens.com/topic/promotion/covid-vaccine.jsp

https://�oridahealthcovid19.gov/vaccines/
https://www.goodrx.com/covid-19/walgreens

Table 1: Top 5 URLs from Personalized PageRank (S-PPR) for
the four largest states in the US.

We run personalized PageRank from the seed set of vaccine
intent queries (S-PRR) to derive scores for all URLs in each query-
click graph. Then, we order the URLs from each state according to
their S-PPR ranking and keep the union over states of their top 100
URLs as our set of URL candidates, resulting in 2,483 candidates.
The number of URLs we have in the union is much lower than the
number of states multiplied by 100, since there is overlap between
states. However, there is also substantial heterogeneity in top URLs
across states, re�ecting state-speci�c vaccine programs and policies
(Table 1). By constructing separate graphs and running S-PPR per
state, our approach is uniquely able to capture this state-speci�c
heterogeneity. In supplementary experiments, we show that an al-
ternative approach that uses a combined graph over states severely
hurts performance for small states (Section A2.2).

S-PPR also provides scores for all queries in the graph, but we
found that the seed set was comprehensive in identifying vaccine
intent queries. The top-ranked queries that were not in the seed set
tended to be location-speci�c, such as [covid vaccine new york],
which is suggestive of vaccine intent but not unambiguous enough.
Thus, in the subsequent steps of annotation and GNN expansion,
we only seek to add URLs, and consider regular expressions su�-
cient for identifying queries. However, we also selected a sample
of regular expression-detected queries to present to annotators, to
validate whether they were truly vaccine intent. To capture a di-
verse sample, we use the union over the top 5 and bottom 5 queries
per state (ranked by S-PPR), after �ltering out queries that were
issued by fewer than 50 users, resulting in 227 queries to label.

3.2 Annotation on Amazon Mechanical Turk
In this step, we present our URL candidates (and sampled queries)
to annotators on AMT. The �rst question we ask is, “Given that
a person clicked on this page during a search session, how sure

3

https://myturn.ca.gov/
https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
https://www.goodrx.com/covid-19/walgreens
https://www.costco.com/covid-vaccine.html
https://www.walgreens.com/topic/promotion/covid-vaccine.jsp
https://covid19vaccine.health.ny.gov/
https://www.cvs.com/immunizations/covid-19-vaccine
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Figure 3: (a) GNN results with and without pre-training for Wyoming, one of the smallest states. Each line represents one of 10
random trials. (b) Final GNN results for all 50 states, with pre-training for smaller states. Each dot represents a state, with its
y-coordinate representing the mean metric over 10 trials and grey bars indicating standard deviation.

are you that this person is seeking to get the COVID-19 vaccine?”,
with answer options from Highly Likely to Unlikely. Second, we
ask them to indicate what other intention(s) the person might have,
such as seeking information about vaccine safety. While we use the
answers to the �rst question to construct our vaccine intent labels,
we include the second question for precision, since annotators are
encouraged to think of alternative intents and should only label
positively for vaccine intent if the URL seems unambiguous. In the
query version of our task, we ask very similar questions but replace
language about clicking on the page with issuing the query.

For each URL, we �rst present it to three annotators. If all three
give it a positive label (i.e., Highly Likely or Likely), then we label
this URL as vaccine intent. If two give it a positive label and one does
not, we assign it to one more annotator, and label it as vaccine intent
if that annotator gives a positive label. In other words, we require
vaccine intent URLs to receive three positive annotations. With
this relatively strict bar, we still �nd that a large majority (86%) of
our URL candidates are labeled as vaccine intent. Furthermore, we
observe a clear relationship between S-PPR rank and the percentage
labeled as vaccine intent: for example, around 90% of URLs from
ranks 0 to 20, around 81% of URLs from ranks 40-60, and around
71% of URLs from ranks 80 to 100 (Figure A2). We also �nd a very
high positive rate (96%) among the queries that we tested, thus
validating our regular expressions.

3.3 Graph neural networks for expansion
Since manual annotation is expensive, we wish to augment our
e�orts by training ML models on the AMT labels, then use the
models to expand our set of vaccine intent URLs. We formulate this
problem as semi-supervised node classi�cation on a graph, since
the URLs are nodes in the query-click graph and we are trying to
predict whether a URL indicates vaccine intent or not, given labels
for a subset of URLs. In this section, we provide an overview of our
modeling procedure, with details in Section A1.

GNN architecture and training. To solve this problem, we design
a GNN [39] that consists of character-level convolutions (CNN)
and graph convolutions. We use the CNNs to capture textual infor-
mation in the queries and URLs, since text can be informative for
this problem (e.g., the appearance of “vaccine”). The graph convo-
lutions allow us to learn representations of URLs that draw from
the representations of their neighboring queries, which draw from

the representations of their neighboring URLs, and so on. In this
way, we can capture “similar” URLs in embedding space (similar in
terms of both text and graph structure).

To train and test our model, we randomly split the URL labels
into a train set (60%), validation set (15%), and test set (25%). How-
ever, some states have much smaller graphs, and therefore, fewer
positive and negative labels. For example, for Wyoming, we only
have 245 positive and 276 negative URLs. We �nd that with such
few labels, the model cannot adequately learn how to predict vac-
cine intent, with AUCs far below those of large states (Table A1). To
address this issue, we pre-train the model on S-PPR rankings, which
requires no additional supervision. Our intuition is that S-PPR al-
ready performed remarkably well at predicting vaccine intent, as
we discussed in the prior section. Furthermore, S-PPR rankings do
not require any manual labels; we derive them entirely from our
initial vaccine intent queries, which were automatically labeled
using regular expressions. This pre-training encourages the model
to learn URL representations that are predictive of S-PPR rankings,
which we �nd help substantially with predicting vaccine intent.

Evaluating GNN performance. We evaluate model performance
by computing its AUC on the held-out test set. Furthermore, to
account for randomness from model training and data splitting,
we run 10 random trials for every model/state, where in each trial,
we re-split the URL labels, retrain the model on the train set, and
re-evaluate the model’s performance on the test set. First, we �nd
that pre-training signi�cantly improves performance for the smaller
states; for example, the mean AUC forWyoming increases from 0.74
to 0.95 (Figure 3a, Table A1). We �nd that pre-training seems un-
necessary for the larger states, such as Connecticut and Tennesssee,
where we are already achieving high AUCs above 0.98. After in-
corporating pre-training for smaller states (fewer than 5,000,000
nodes), we are able to achieve AUCs above 0.90 for all 50 states and
above 0.95 for 45 states (Figure 3b).

Discovering new vaccine intent URLs. Finally, we use our trained
GNNs to identify new vaccine intent URLs. In order to decide which
new URLs to include, we need a score threshold. Our goal is to set
the threshold such that any URL that scores above it is very likely
to truly be vaccine intent (i.e., we want to maintain high precision).
Borrowing the idea of “spies” from positive-unlabeled learning [8],
our idea is to use the held-out positive URLs in the test set to
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determine where to set the threshold. We consider two thresholds:
(1) Cmed, the median score of the held-out positive URLs, and (2)
Cprec, the minimum threshold required to achieve precision of at
least 0.9 on the held-out test set. Then, we only include URLs that
pass both thresholds in at least 6 out of the 10 random trials. Even
with this strict threshold, we discover around 11,400 new URLs
(Table A2), increasing our number of vaccine intent URLs by 10x. In
the following section, we also evaluate the impact of adding these
URLs on our ability to estimate regional vaccine intent rates. We
�nd that the new URLs not only increase our coverage of vaccine
intent users by 1.5x but also further improve our agreement with
reported vaccination rates from the CDC (Table 2).

4 ESTIMATING VACCINE INTENT RATES
Using our classi�er, we can estimate regional rates of vaccine intent.
In this section, we discuss how we correct for bias in our estimates,
validate against CDC vaccination rates, and use our estimates to
derive insights about �ne-grained vaccination trends.

Bias evaluation. In Section A2, we decompose potential bias in
our approach into two key sources: �rst, bias from non-uniform
Bing coverage, and second, bias from non-uniform true positive
rates (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR) of our classi�er. We show
that, if we can correct for non-uniform Bing coverage and show
that our classi�er’s TPRs and FPRs do not signi�cantly di�er across
regions, our vaccine intent estimates should, theoretically, form
unbiased estimates of true vaccination rates. We evaluate our clas-
si�er’s TPRs and FPRs on held-out vaccine intent labels, using the
same score threshold we used for discovering new vaccine intent
URLs. We �nd that our classi�er does indeed achieve statistically
equivalent TPRs and FPRs across states (Figure 3b), suggesting that
our classi�er contributes minimal additional bias. We discuss below
how we correct for non-uniform Bing coverage. Additionally, to
evaluate the representativeness of Bing data, we compare search
trends for vaccine intent queries between Google and Bing and �nd
that, even before applying corrections to Bing data, the trends are
highly correlated (Figure A4).

Estimating coverage-corrected rates. Whenwe apply our classi�er
to Bing search logs from Feburary 1 to August 31, 2021, we �nd 7.45
million “active” Bing users who expressed vaccine intent through
their queries or clicks. We focus on active Bing users, i.e., those
who issued at least 30 queries in a month, since we can reliably
assign them to a location based on their mode ZIP code (or county
or state) from those queries. Given a ZCTA I, we compute # (Ê, I),
the number of active Bing users from I for whom we detect vaccine
intent. Furthermore, we estimate the ZCTA’s Bing coverage as
# (1,I )
# (I ) , where # (1, I) is its average number of active Bing users
over the months in our study period and # (I) is its population size
from the 2020 5-year American Community Survey [15]. Then, our
coverage-corrected vaccine intent estimate ?̃ (E, I) for ZCTA I is

?̃ (E, I) =
# (Ê,I )
# (I )
# (1,I )
# (I )

=
# (Ê, I)
# (1, I) .

To estimate the vaccine intent rate for a set / of ZCTAs, e.g., a state
or county, we simply take the population-weighted average.
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Figure 4: Comparing CDC state vaccination rates vs. esti-
mated vaccine intent rates from Bing search logs.

Pipeline step CDC corr. # vaccine intent users
Only queries 0.62 3.18M
+manual URLs 0.80 4.95M

+manual and GNN URLs 0.86 7.45M
Table 2: Each step of our classi�cation pipeline (Section 3)
improves both our correlation with CDC vaccination rates
and our coverage of vaccine intent users.
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Figure 5: Rates over time of �rst vaccine intent (top) vs. �rst
dose from CDC (bottom) for the four largest states in the US.

Comparison to CDC vaccination data. When we compare our
vaccine intent estimates to state-level vaccination rates from the
CDC, we observe strong correlation (A = 0.86) on cumulative rates
at the end of August 2021 (Figure 4). Notably, we �nd that the cor-
relation drops to A = 0.79 if we do not correct for Bing coverage
in our estimates. Furthermore, we �nd that each step of our clas-
si�cation pipeline—only using queries from regular expressions,
incorporating manually annotated URLs from personalized PageR-
ank and AMT, incorporating URLs found by GNNs—improves both
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Figure 6: (a) Using our classi�er, we can estimate vaccine intent rates per ZCTA, approximately 10x the granularity of counties.
(b) Zooming in on New York City shows that estimated vaccine intent rates vary substantially across ZCTAs, even within the
same city or county. (c) Correlations between ZCTA vaccine intent rates and demographic variables.

our correlation with CDC rates and the number of users we are able
to identify (Table 2). Notably, if we only use queries, the correlation
drops to A = 0.62 and we lose 57% of the users we identi�ed with
our full classi�er, demonstrating the value of adding vaccine intent
URLs through our graph ML framework.

Additionally, we compare our vaccine intent estimates to the
CDC’s vaccination rates over time. We observe strong correlations
here as well, especially if we allow the CDC time series to lag behind
the vaccine intent time series (Figure 5). With lags of 7-15 days
(IQR), the median correlation over states reaches A = 0.89; without
a lag, the median correlation drops to A = 0.78. The CDC’s lag
demonstrates an advantage of our classi�er, as it can detect vaccine
seeking in real time without delays from reporting.

Granular trends in vaccine seeking. Our vaccine intent classi�er
allows us to pinpoint who was seeking the COVID-19 vaccine,
where, and when. We estimate cumulative vaccine intent rates up
to the end of August 2021 at the level of ZCTAs (Figure 6a), approx-
imately 10x the granularity of counties, which is the �nest-grained
vaccination data the CDC provides and, still, with many counties
missing or having incomplete data [70]. We observe substantial
heterogeneity in vaccine intent at the ZCTA-level, even within the
same states and counties. For example, when we focus on New York
City, we see that Manhattan and Queens have higher vaccine intent
rates, and within Queens, ZCTAs in the northern half have higher
rates (Figure 6b), aligning with reported local vaccination rates in
New York City [11].

We can also use our estimates to characterize demographic trends
in vaccination. When we measure correlations between ZCTA vac-
cine intent rate and di�erent demographic variables, we �nd that
overall demographic trends from our estimates align closely with
prior literature [37, 41, 71, 76]. For example, we observe strong
positive correlations with education, income, and population den-
sity, and a strong negative correlation with percent Republican
(Figure 6c). However, we discover more nuanced trends when we
look closer. Demographic trends vary signi�cantly across states
(Figure A5), especially for race and ethnicity, and trends change
over time. For example, we estimate that older ZCTAs were much
likelier to seek the vaccine early in 2021 but this trend fell over time

(Figure A6a), re�ecting how the US vaccine rollout initially priori-
tized seniors [38], and we see an increase in vaccine intent from
more Republican ZCTAs in summer 2021 (Figure A6b). Thus, our
classi�er both con�rms existing �ndings and enables new analyses
with �ner granularity across regions, demographics, and time.

5 SEARCH CONCERNS OF HOLDOUTS
We use our vaccine intent classi�er to identify two groups: vaccine
early adopters, who expressed their �rst vaccine intent before May
2021, and vaccine holdouts, who waited until July 2021 to show their
�rst vaccine intent, despite becoming eligible by April.3 Comparing
the search interests of these two groups allows us to discover rela-
tionships between expressed vaccine concerns, news consumption,
and vaccine decision-making. To reduce potential confounding, we
match each holdout with a unique early adopter from the same
county and with a similar average query count, since we know
that the populations seeking vaccination changed over time and
we do not want our comparisons to be overpowered by regional or
demographic di�erences. In our following analyses, we compare
the search interests of the matched sets, with over 200,000 pairs.

Vaccine holdouts are more likely to consume untrusted news. First,
we analyze the trustworthiness of news sites clicked on by vaccine
holdouts versus early adopters. We use ratings from Newsguard,
which assigns trust scores to news sites based on criteria such
as how often the site publishes false content and how it handles
the di�erence between news and opinion [52]. We �nd that, in
the period while vaccine holdouts were eligible but still holding
out (April to June 2021), holdouts were 69% (95% CI, 67%-70%)
likelier than their matched early adopters to click on untrusted
news, de�ned by Newsguard as domains with trust scores below
60. Furthermore, we see that as the trust score from Newsguard
degrades, the likelier it was that holdouts clicked on the site, relative
to early adopters (Figure 7a). For example, sites that are known for
spreading COVID-19 misinformation, such as Infowars [25], RT [6],
and Mercola [31], were much likelier to be clicked on by holdouts.
3We did not consider as holdouts those who never showed vaccine intent during our
study period, since those users may have gotten their vaccine in ways that are not
visible via search data. In comparison, individuals who did not show their �rst vaccine
intent until July 2021 likely did not receive the vaccine before.
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Figure 7: In all sub�gures, news/categories are colored from yellow to dark purple to represent most holdout-leaning to most
early adopter-leaning. (a) The lower the trust rating from Newsguard, the likelier it is that vaccine holdouts click on the news
site, relative to early adopters. (b) Holdouts’ top category concerns include Vaccine Safety, Requirements, and Information, with
varying proportions over time. (c) Comparing holdouts vs. early adopters’ relative probabilities of clicking on each subcategory
(from April to June 2021) reveals each group’s distinctive concerns. (d) Near when holdouts express vaccine intent (±3 days) in
July and August 2021, their concerns become much more like the concerns of early adopters, with a few important di�erences.

Ontology of vaccine concerns on search. To characterize vaccine-
related search interests in far more detail, we construct a hier-
archical ontology of vaccine concerns, de�ned in terms of 25,000
vaccine-related URLs that were clicked on by early adopters or hold-
outs. We construct our ontology from the bottom-up: �rst, we seek
to automatically partition the URLs into clusters. Leveraging graph
ML again, we formulate this as a community detection problem
on graphs, and apply the Louvain algorithm [12] to the collapsed
URL-URL graph (collapsing the bipartite query-click graph over
queries). We �nd that this approach results in remarkably coher-
ent clusters (Table A3), due to the strength of the signal contained
in query-click graphs, and outperforms standard topic modeling
approaches such as LDA [10]. Based on these clusters, we design
a comprehensive set of subcategories and top categories, and sort
the clusters accordingly. For example, we identify one cluster of
news stories announcing vaccine passport requirements in cities,
which we sort under the proof of vaccination subcategory and Vac-
cine Requirements top category. This bottom-up approach allows
us to discover and measure vaccine concerns directly from users’
search interests and analyze them at multiple scales, providing
complementary insights to more traditional surveys.

In Figure A1, we summarize our resulting ontology, which con-
sists of 8 top categories and 36 subcategories. Some top categories
encompass a number of distinct subcategories: for example, under

Vaccine Safety, we include normal side e�ects, severe side e�ects,
concerns about reproductive health, vaccine history and develop-
ment, FDA approval, fear of vaccine-caused deaths, and “eerie” fears
(e.g., myths about vaccine shedding or becoming magnetic [28]).
At the top category-level, we �nd that vaccine holdouts are, by far,
the most concerned about Vaccine Safety, which accounts for 23%
of their vaccine-related clicks, followed by Vaccine Information
(10%) and Vaccine Requirements (9%). We also observe changes
in interests over time (Figure 7b): for example, interest in Vaccine
Incentives increased in May 2021, and interest in Vaccine E�ective-
ness grew in June 2021, following the spread of the Delta variant.

Distinctive concerns of holdouts vs. early adopters. Our ontology
allows us to compare the vaccine concerns of holdouts and their
matched early adopters. First, during the period from April to June
2021, we �nd that holdouts were 48% less likely than early adopters
to click on any vaccine-related URL. Furthermore, their distribution
of concerns within their vaccine-related clicks di�ered signi�cantly
(Figure 7c). Using the subcategories from our ontology, we �nd
that holdouts were far more interested in religious concerns about
the vaccine; anti-vaccine messages from experts and high-pro�le
�gures; avoiding vaccine requirements by seeking exemptions, ban-
ning mandates, or obtaining fake proof of vaccination; eerie fears
and vaccine-caused deaths; and FDA approval and vaccine develop-
ment. In comparison, early adopters were much more concerned
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about normal side e�ects, vaccine e�cacy, comparing di�erent
types of vaccines, and information about each vaccine (Moderna,
P�zer, and Johnson & Johnson). These di�erences reveal the impor-
tance of a �ne-grained ontology; for example, at the top category
level, we would see that both groups were interested in Vaccine
Safety but miss that early adopters were more concerned about nor-
mal and severe side e�ects, while holdouts were more concerned
about eerie fears and vaccine-caused deaths. Our approach also
allows us to study who is expressing these concerns in greater gran-
ularity. Even within holdouts, we observe signi�cant variability
in concerns across demographic groups (Figure A7). For example,
holdouts from more Democrat-leaning ZCTAs were particularly
concerned about FDA approval and vaccine requirements, while
holdouts from more Republican-leaning ZCTAs were more con-
cerned about eerie fears and vaccine incentives.

Holdouts appear like early adopters when seeking the vaccine.
In our �nal analysis, we exploit the fact that all of our vaccine
holdouts eventually expressed vaccine intent to explore how vac-
cine concerns change as an individual converts from holdout to
adopter. From July to August 2021, we analyze how holdouts’ vac-
cine concerns change in the small window (±3 days) surrounding
their expressed vaccine intent, compared to their typical concerns
outside of that window. We �nd that in those windows, holdouts’
vaccine concerns nearly reverse, such that they look much more
like early adopters than their typical selves (Figure 7d nearly re-
verses 7c). During this time, holdouts become far more interested
in the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, comparing di�erent vaccines,
and vaccine incentives, and less interested in anti-vaccine messages
and vaccine fears. Notably, not all early adopter-leaning concerns
reverse as dramatically; for example, even while expressing vaccine
intent, holdouts remain less interested in the P�zer and Moderna
vaccines, which may re�ect how vaccine hesitant individuals were
quicker to accept the one-shot Johnson & Johnson vaccine, instead
of the two-shot mRNA vaccines [21, 73]. Furthermore, there are
some early adopter-leaning concerns that holdouts do not pick up
on during this time, such as interest in vaccine rates. We hypoth-
esize that these concerns are more re�ective of an early adopter
“persona” rather than of concerns that would become relevant when
seeking the vaccine, such as comparing di�erent vaccines.

6 RELATEDWORK
Our work centers Bing search logs, which have been used to study
other health issues such as shifts in needs and disparities in infor-
mation access during the pandemic [67, 68], health information
needs in developing nations [1], experiences around cancer diag-
noses [55, 56], concerns rising during pregnancy [29], and medical
anxieties associated with online search [75]. Our e�orts build on
prior work that extracts insights about the COVID-19 vaccine from
digital traces, such as social media [50, 57, 58] and aggregated search
trends [7, 23, 48]. Our work is also related to other e�orts to detect
health conditions online, such as predicting depression from social
media [19] and monitoring in�uenza from search queries [32].

Our work seeks to address the challenges of working with digital
traces [24, 54] and limitations of prior work [32, 44] by developing
ML and human-in-the-loop methods to precisely label search logs

and evaluate bias. Furthermore, as one of the �rst works to use indi-
vidual search logs to study the COVID-19 vaccine, we have the rare
opportunity to link vaccine outcomes (predicted by our classi�er)
to the same individual’s search interests. Our graph ML pipeline is
also similar to other “big data” approaches that, due to the scale of
unlabeled data, manually annotate a subset of data, train machine
learning models to accurately predict those labels, then use those
models to label the rest of the data [17, 30, 35, 47]. We extend this
approach in several ways, such as by using personalized PageRank
to select URLs for more e�cient annotation and by setting a strict
classi�cation threshold based on “spies” to ensure high precision.

7 DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated how large-scale search logs and machine
learning can be leveraged for �ne-grained, real-time monitoring
of vaccine intent rates and identi�cation of individuals’ concerns
about vaccines. There are limitations to our approach: for example,
while we can achieve �ner granularity than existing data, we still
miss within-ZCTA heterogeneity in vaccine intent. Furthermore,
our e�orts to minimize bias in our estimates are substantial but
imperfect (e.g., we can only approximate TPRs and FPRs of our
classi�er). We also assume in this work that vaccine intent can be
detected through single queries or clicks, but more sophisticated
models could incorporate entire search sessions or browsing data
beyond search. However, in favor of simplicity and considerations
of privacy, we label vaccine intent at the query and click-level.

Despite these limitations, our resources demonstrate strong
agreementwith existing data and enable analyses that have not been
available before. For example, our �ne-grained vaccine intent esti-
mates can help public health o�cials to identify under-vaccinated
communities, informing where to place vaccine sites or whom to
prioritize in online or real-world outreach programs. Furthermore,
our novel ontology and analyses of individuals’ vaccine concerns
inform how to intervene, guiding messaging strategies for di�erent
holdout populations. Lastly, our observation that holdouts resemble
early adopters when they eventually seek vaccination indicates that
individuals might follow similar paths towards vaccine acceptance.
Future work could model these trajectories, try to identify key in-
�uences (e.g., vaccine mandates), and use these models to ideally
allocate limited resources for interventions.

To facilitate policy impact and future research, we are releasing
our vaccine intent estimates and our ontology of vaccine concerns.
We hope that these resources will be useful for conducting detailed
analyses of COVID-19 vaccine behaviors and vaccination rates. The
ontology can also be employed widely in web and social media
research; for example, to study how certain classes of URLs (e.g.,
eerie fears) are disseminated on social media or surfaced by search
engines. Finally, we note that our graph ML techniques for intent
detection are applicable beyond vaccines, and could be applied to
precisely detect other intents of interest, such as seeking stimulus
checks or COVID-19 tests. More broadly, we hope that our work
can serve as a roadmap for researchers of how to derive rigorous
behavioral and health insights from search logs, including how to
precisely detect user intents and interests, evaluate and correct
for bias, validate against external data, and release resources to
promote reproducibility, transparency, and future work.
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APPENDIX
The Appendix provides additional results and experiments, includ-
ing detailed descriptions of our ontology (Figure A1), results from
developing our vaccine intent classi�er (Section A1), our decompo-
sition and evaluations of bias (Section A2), and additional analyses
of vaccine intent trends and vaccine concerns (Section A3).

A1 VACCINE INTENT CLASSIFIER:
ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Annotation results. As discussed in the main text, in the second
step of our classi�cation pipeline, we present URLs to annotators
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We �nd that a large majority (86%) of
our URL candidates are labeled as vaccine intent, when we require
at least three positive annotations to qualify a URL as vaccine intent.
Furthermore, we observe a clear relationship between S-PPR rank
and the percentage labeled as vaccine intent, whether we set the
threshold at two or three annotations (Figure A2). For example,
when we require three positive annotations, around 90% of URLs
from ranks 0 to 20 qualify, around 81% of URLs from ranks 40-60
qualify, and around 71% of URLs from ranks 80 to 100 qualify. Thus,
we �nd that S-PPR predicts vaccine intent remarkably well, with
a high rate among its top URLs and agreement with a decreasing
rate as the ranking drops.

Details from GNN experiments. In the �nal step of our classi�-
cation pipeline, we train GNNs to learn vaccine intent labels and
discover new URLs. Since there are not enough URL labels from
AMT for smaller states, we experiment with pre-training the GNN
on S-PPR rankings. In practice, before training the model on the
URL labels from AMT, we train the model to predict the URLs’ S-
PPR rankings that we derived in the �rst step of our pipeline. Since
S-PPR rankings become less meaningful in the long tail of URLs, we
focus on predicting the top  = max(1000,@max) S-PPR rankings,
where @max is the maximum rank (where lower rank corresponds
to higher S-PPR score) of the last seed set query.

To test the e�ect of pre-training on S-PPR rankings, we select
six representative states that vary in graph size and US region. We
�nd that pre-training signi�cantly improves performance for the
smaller states. For example, the mean AUC for Wyoming increases
from 0.74 to 0.95 (Table A1). Speci�cally, due to the low number
of URL labels for smaller states, we observe great variance in the
model’s performance if we do not pre-train the model, leading to
some trials that perform well and some that perform poorly (Figure
3a). Performance becomes far more stable for smaller states after
we incorporate the pre-training objective. We �nd that pre-training
seems unnecessary for the larger states, such as Connecticut and
Tennesssee, where we are already achieving high AUCs above 0.98.
So, we set a generous cuto� of 5,000,000 nodes (still larger than
the graph size for Connecticut) and we pre-train all states with
fewer than 5,000,000 nodes in our data, of which there are 26. After
incorporating pre-training for these smaller states, we are able to
achieve AUCs above 0.90 for all 50 states and above 0.95 for 45
states (Figure 3b).

As a supplementary analysis, we can also use AUC to evaluate
the predictive performance of S-PPR alone and GNN-PPR, i.e., the
GNN pre-trained on S-PPR rankings before it is also trained on AMT

State # nodes AUC w/o pre-train AUC w/ pre-train
WY 752865 0.741 (0.146) 0.951 (0.014)
AK 909357 0.796 (0.187) 0.921 (0.074)
DE 1269327 0.864 (0.134) 0.968 (0.007)
MT 1533071 0.857 (0.139) 0.978 (0.011)
CT 4407722 0.987 (0.005) 0.984 (0.008)
TN 7712443 0.991 (0.003) 0.990 (0.003)

Table A1: E�ects of pre-training on S-PPR rankings for six
selected states. We report the mean and standard deviation
of AUC on the test set over 10 random trials.

labels. Here, we evaluate on all AMT labels, since none of themwere
used in constructing S-PPR or GNN-PPR scores. In fact, evaluating
on AMT labels is particularly challenging, since we chose to label
only the top-ranked URLs according to S-PPR, so we are asking
S-PPR to distinguish between URLs that it already considers similar.
We conduct this experiment on the 26 smaller states for which we
pre-trained our GNNs.

First, we �nd across these states that S-PPR still performs better
than random, with a mean AUC of 0.569, which complements our
annotation results showing that even within its top-ranked URLs,
S-PPR rankings still correlate with true rates of vaccine intent
labels (Figure A2). Second, we �nd that GNN-PPR consistently
outperforms S-PPR by 10-15 points, with a mean AUC of 0.675. This
is somewhat surprising, since GNN-PPR was only trained to predict
S-PPR rankings, without any additional labels. We hypothesize
that GNN-PPR outperforms S-PPR because, unlike S-PPR, the GNN
can incorporate textual information from URLs and queries, in
addition to graph structure. So, while S-PPR incorrectly upweights
high-tra�c URLs such as facebook.com that are often reached on
random walks starting from the vaccine intent queries, GNN-PPR
recognizes that these URLs do not look like the rest of high-ranking
URLs and correctly excludes them. However, in order to achieve
this di�erence between S-PPR and GNN-PPR, it is important not to
over�t on S-PPR. So, we employ early stopping during pre-training;
that is, we train the GNN on S-PPR rankings until they achieve a
correlation of 0.8 and then we stop pre-training.

Our evaluation results demonstrate that our GNNs are able to
accurately predict vaccine intent labels in all 50 states, which is
essential as we use our GNNs to discover new vaccine intent URLs.
In Table A2, we provide a uniform random sample of the URLs
that our GNNs discovered. The majority of them seem to express
vaccine intent, with several news stories about new vaccine clinics
and information about vaccine appointments. Furthermore, the
supplemental analysis of S-PPR and GNN-PPR shows that due to
the expressive power of the GNN (with character-level CNN) and
the predictive power of S-PPR from a well-designed seed set, we
can achieve decent performance without any labels at all. These
methods, which should be explored more deeply in future work,
may be useful in a zero-shot context, allowing lightweight, e�ective
prediction before acquiring any labels.
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Safety

Normal side effects
Severe side effects
Reproductive health

Vaccine-caused deaths
Eerie fears

Vaccine development
FDA approval

Expected side effects: sore arm, shoulder, fever, etc

Rare but plausible side effects, severe, potentially long-term: blood clots, myocarditis, etc

Concerns about fertility, breast feeding, menstruation

Fear of deaths caused by COVID vaccine

Eerie and debunked fears: shedding, magnets, microchips, etc

History of vaccine development, fear of mRNA technology, ingredients in COVID vaccine

FDA approval of COVID vaccines

Effectiveness

Efficacy from studies
Efficacy against variants

Breakthrough cases
Natural immunity

How effective the vaccine is, how long immunity lasts, how long for vaccine to take effect

How well does vaccine work against variants (mostly Delta)

Breakthrough COVID cases, symptoms when vaccinated

Is natural immunity better than vaccine, do I still need vaccine

Top category Subcategory Description

Requirements

Travel
Employment
Vaccine proof

Exemption
Fake vaccine proof

Anti-mandate

Vaccine requirements to travel: for cruises, other countries, etc

Employer vaccine mandates: healthcare, government, educators, etc

Required proof of vaccination to enter places: restaurants, gyms, concert venues, etc

Seeking exemption on vaccine requirements, religious or medical

Seeking fake proof of vaccination

States banning mandates, lawsuits against employer mandates

Incentives Vaccine incentives Vaccine incentives: lotteries, gift cards, free groceries, giveaways, etc

Other
New / non-US vaccines
Non-COVID vaccines

Pet vaccines

Other COVID vaccines: Novavax, Astrazeneca, Sinovax

Non-COVID vaccines: flu, MMR, varicella, meningitis, etc

Vaccines for pets, mostly dogs and cats

Information

Decision-making
Comparison

Moderna
Pfizer

Johnson & Johnson

Post-vax guidelines

Pros and cons of COVID vaccine, should I get the vaccine?

Comparing Moderna vs Pfizer vs J&J, side effects, efficacy

General news on Moderna vaccine, rollout, side effects, efficacy

General news on Pfizer vaccine, rollout, side effects, efficacy

General news on J&J vaccine, emphasis on blood clots and efficacy

Guidelines after vaccination: masking, testing, quarantine

Special populations COVID-19 vaccine for special populations: autoimmune disease, rheumatoid arthritis, etc

Community

Vaccine rates
News on hesitancy

High-profile anti-vax
Religious concerns

Vaccine trackers, rates of vaccination over time: by state, by country, etc

Reporting on vaccine hesitancy and anti-vaxxers, how to talk to vaccine hesitant

Anti-vaccine messages from high-profile figures: politicians, celebrities, etc

Religious concerns about the vaccine, seeking advice from religious leaders

Expert anti-vax Anti-vaccine messages from scientists and doctors

Availability

Locations
Children
Boosters

Where to get COVID vaccine (some missed vaccine intent URLs): CVS, Walgreens, etc

Are COVID vaccines for children available / recommended

Are boosters available / recommended

Figure A1: Our ontology of vaccine concerns consists of 8 top categories and 36 subcategories.
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URL Cmed Cprec
https://www.chesco.org/4836/61876/COVID-Authorized-Vax 7 10
https://patch.com/new-jersey/princeton/all-information-princeton-area-covid-vaccine-sites 9 10
https://dph.georgia.gov/locations/spalding-county-health-department-covid-vaccine 9 10
https://www.abc12.com/2021/04/22/whitmer-says-covid-19-vaccine-clinics-like-�int-church-are-key-to-meeting-goals/ 7 10
https://www.delta.edu/coronavirus/covid-vaccine.html 10 10
https://www.lewistownsentinel.com/news/local-news/2021/01/scheduling-a-virus-vaccine-appointment/ 9 10
https://www.laconiadailysun.com/news/local/covid-vaccine-clinics-at-lrgh-franklin-now-open-to-public/article_aa4b67e0-601a-
11eb-a889-1bd4e6c83de1.html

6 10

https://www.insidenova.com/headlines/inside-woodbridges-new-mass-covid-19-vaccination-site-the-lines-keep-moving/article_
eca45b88-8db0-11eb-a649-4bbeccd82cc3.html

9 10

https://www.keloland.com/news/healthbeat/coronavirus/avera-opens-covid-19-vaccine-clinic/ 10 9
https://bangordailynews.com/2021/04/06/news/maine-to-kick-o�-statewide-mobile-covid-19-vaccine-clinics-in-oxford-next-
week-sk6sr8zcdk/

8 9

https://morgancounty.in.gov/covid-19-vaccinations/ 9 10
https://www.�rsthealth.org/specialties/more-services/covid-19-vaccine 10 10
https://healthonecares.com/covid-19/physician-practices/covid-19-vaccine-information.dot 9 10
https://patch.com/�orida/stpete/drive-thru-covid-19-vaccine-sites-open-�orida 9 10
https://vaccinate.iowa.gov/eligibility/ 7 10
https://www.baynews9.com/�/tampa/news/2021/03/17/new-walk-in-vaccine-site-at-tpepin-hospitality-centre-opens-today 10 10
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/VaccineInformation/FrequentlyAskedQuestions 10 10
https://www.emissourian.com/covid19/vaccine-registration-open-for-franklin-county/article_3638f7a0-5769-11eb-9bba-
3f2611173784.html

10 10

https://www.fema.gov/press-release/20210223/maryland-open-covid-19-vaccination-center-waldorf-fema-support 10 10
https://kingcounty.gov/depts/health/covid-19/vaccine/forms.aspx 10 10

Table A2: A random sample (random_state=0) of 20 URLs from GNN. Cmed and Cprec indicate how often the URL passed the
median cuto� and precision cuto�, respectively, out of the 10 trials.

Figure A2: Comparison of S-PPR rank vs. proportion of URLs
around that rank that are labeled as vaccine intent. C = 3 and
C = 2 indicate how many positive annotations were required
to qualify for vaccine intent.

A2 BIAS DECOMPOSITION AND
EVALUATIONS

A2.1 Decomposition of bias
For a given individual, let E 2 {0, 1} indicate whether they actually
had vaccine intent (up to a certain time) and Ê 2 {0, 1} indicate
whether our classi�er labels them as having vaccine intent. Fur-
thermore, let A represent the individual’s home region, such as their

state or county. We would like to estimate the regional vaccine
intent rate, Pr(E |A ), but we do not have access to E , only to Ê . To
understand how using Ê in place of E may bias our estimates, let
us relate Pr(Ê |A ) to Pr(E |A ). First, we introduce another variable
1, which represents whether the individual is a Bing user. Note
that Ê = 1 implies that 1 = 1, since our classi�er can only identify
vaccine intent from users who appear in Bing search logs.

With these variables, we have

Pr(Ê = 1|A ) = Pr(1 = 1|A )|       {z       }
Bing coverage of A

[ Pr(E = 1|A ) Pr(Ê = 1|1 = 1, E = 1, A )|                        {z                        }
Classi�er TPR for A

(1)
+ Pr(E = 0|A ) Pr(Ê = 1|1 = 1, E = 0, A )|                        {z                        }

Classi�er FPR for A

] .

Pr(1 = 1|A ) represents the probability that an individual from region
A is a Bing user, i.e., the Bing coverage of A . Incorporating 1, E , and
A into Pr(Ê |1, E, A ) re�ects all of the factors that a�ect whether the
classi�er predicts vaccine intent. As discussed, if the user is not
a Bing user (1 = 0), then the probability is 0, so we only consider
the 1 = 1 case. If E = 1, predicting Ê = 1 would be a true positive;
if E = 0, it would be a false positive. Conditioning Ê on region A
re�ects the possibility that individuals from di�erent regions may
express vaccine intent di�erently and the classi�er may be more
prone to true or false positives for di�erent regions. Finally, we
make the assumption here that 1 ? E |A ; that is, conditioned on the
individual’s region, being a Bing user and having vaccine intent are
independent. This misses potential within-region heterogeneity,
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but to mitigate this in practice, we use ZCTAs as our regions, which
are relatively �ne-grained.

Based on this decomposition, we can see that if Bing coverage,
TPR, and FPR are uniform across regions, then Pr(Ê |A ) will simply
be a linear function of Pr(E |A ). Unfortunately, we know that Bing
coverage is not uniform. However, we observe 1 = 1 and can assign
users to regions, so we can estimate Bing coverage per region
and correct by inverse coverage. Thus, our estimate corresponds
to a coverage-corrected predicted vaccine intent rate, ?̃ (E, A ) =
Pr(Ê=1 |A )
Pr(1=1 |A ) . If we refer to the true vaccine intent rate as ? (E, A ), then
we can see that ?̃ (E, A ) is a linear function of ? (E, A ) when TPR and
FPR are uniform:

Pr(Ê = 1|A )
Pr(1 = 1|A ) = Pr(E = 1|A )TPR + (1 � Pr(E = 1|A ))FPR (2)

?̃ (E, A ) = FPR + (TPR � FPR)? (E, A ).
Furthermore, if FPR is low, then ?̃ (E, A ) is approximately propor-
tional to ? (E, A ). Thus, our �rst two strategies for addressing bias
in our estimates are:

(1) Estimate Bing coverage per region and weight by inverse
coverage, which we discussed in Section 4,

(2) Evaluate whether our classi�er has similar TPRs and FPRs
across regions and whether FPRs are close to 0, which we
discuss below.

These e�orts are our �rst two lines of defense against bias. After this,
we furthermore compare our results to established data sources,
such as the CDC’s reported vaccination rates and Google search
trends, where we �nd strong correlations for both.

A2.2 Evaluating bias in vaccine intent classi�er
Our primary source of bias is uneven Bing coverage, which we
found can vary by more than 2x across ZCTAs. However, after
correcting for Bing coverage, we also want to know that our classi-
�er does not signi�cantly contribute to additional bias. To do this,
we must establish that our classi�er’s TPRs and FPRs do not vary
signi�cantly or systematically across regions. The challenge is that
we cannot perfectly evaluate these rates, because we do not know
all true positives or true negatives. However, we can approximate
these metrics based on the labeled URLs that we do have and fur-
thermore make methodological decisions that encourage similar
performance across groups.

Evaluating bias in generating URL candidates. Recall that in the
�rst step of our pipeline, we generate URL candidates for annota-
tion by propagating labels from vaccine intent queries to unlabeled
URLs via personalized PageRank on query-click graphs. Since all
URL candidates then go through manual inspection in the second
step, we do not have to worry about the false positive rate at this
stage. However, we do need to worry about the true positive rate
(i.e., recall). For example, if we only kept COVID-19 vaccine reg-
istration pages for pharmacies that are predominantly in certain
regions, then we could be signi�cantly likelier to detect true vaccine
intent for certain states over others. So, through the design and
evaluation of our label propagation techniques, we aim to ensure
representativeness in vaccine intent across the US.

The most important design decision is that we construct query-
click graphs per state, then we run S-PPR per graph and take the

Figure A3: Comparing our union-over-states (left) to a com-
bined graph approach (right) for generating URL candidates.

union over states of top URLs as our set of URL candidates. Run-
ning this process separately for each state allows us to capture
how vaccine intent varies regionally, with state-speci�c programs
and websites for scheduling the vaccine (Table 1). To demonstrate
the risks of not using a state-speci�c approach, we try an alterna-
tive approach where we construct a joint graph that combines the
queries and clicks for 6 states (the same 6 states as those used in
the pre-training experiments of Table A1).

To represent our union approach, we take the union over these 6
states of the top 200 URLs per state, which results in 935 URLs. We
compare this to a joint approach, where we take the top 935 URLs
from running S-PPR on the joint graph. To evaluate each approach,
we compute the proportion of each state’s top # URLs that are kept
across di�erent values of # . While we cannot be sure that every
URL in the state’s top # is truly vaccine intent, from our annotation
results, we saw high positive rates for top-ranking URLs (Figure
A2), so we would like to see similar recall at these ranks.

By design, our union-over-states approach ensures equivalent,
100% recall up to # = 200 for all states (Figure A3, left). In compari-
son, we �nd that the joint approach yields di�erent recalls as early
as # = 30, with much higher recall for large states than small states
(Figure A3, right). For example, it keeps less than 80% of Wyoming’s
URLs around rank 50 and less than 60% around rank 100, while
keeping 100% of Tennessee’s throughout. Furthermore, even past
# = 200, where our union-over-states approach no longer has guar-
antees, we �nd that it still achieves far more similar recalls between
states than the joint approach. Thus, our design decisions enable
similar recalls between states, which helps to reduce downstream
model bias. We also cast a wide net when constructing query-click
graphs (taking all queries and clicks that co-occur in a session
with any query that includes a COVID-19 or vaccine-related word),
which may also improve recall and reduce bias, in case our choice
of initial keywords was not representative of all vaccine intent
searches across the US.

Evaluating bias in URL expansion from GNN.. In the third step of
our pipeline, we use GNNs to expand our set of vaccine intent URLs
beyond the manually labeled ones. We would like to see that the
performance of GNNs is similarly strong across states, to ensure
that the GNN is not creating additional bias when expanding the
URL set. We discussed in Section A1 that, after incorporating pre-
training on S-PPR rankings for smaller states, GNNs could achieve
AUCs above 0.90 for all 50 states. The main metrics of interest
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when considering bias, however, are TPRs and FPRs. Unlike AUC,
which is evaluated across decision thresholds, TPR and FPR depend
on the chosen threshold C above which data points are predicted
to be positive. In our setting, we set C = max(Cmed, Cprec), since
we required new vaccine intent URLs to score above these two
thresholds (in at least 6 out of 10 trials): (1) Cmed, the median score
of positive URLs in the test set and (2) Cprec, the minimum threshold
required to achieve precision of at least 0.9 on the test set. Then,
we estimate TPR as the proportion of positive URLs in the test set
that score above C and FPR as the proportion of negative URLs in
the test set that score above C .

We �nd that TPR is highly similar across states and hovers
around 0.5 for all states (Figure 3b, middle). This is because in
almost all cases, Cmed is the higher of the two thresholds and thus
the value of C , so the true positive rate lands around 0.5 since Cmed
is the median score of the true positives. FPR is also highly similar
across states and very low (around 0.01; Figure 3b, right), which
suggests that the quantity we estimate, ?̃ (E, A ), is not only a linear
function of the true vaccine intent rate, ? (E, A ), but also approxi-
mately proportional to it (Eq. 2). The low FPR is encouraged but
not guaranteed by our second threshold, Cprec. This threshold en-
sures that precision is over 0.9, which is equivalent to the false
positive rate among the predicted positives being below 0.1, which
typically corresponds to low false positive rates over all true neg-
atives (which is what FPR measures). The GNN’s similar AUCs,
TPRs, and FPRs across states, as well as the equivalent recalls in
our label propagation stage, increase con�dence that our classi�er
is not adding signi�cant bias to our estimates.

A2.3 Comparison to Google search trends
Following prior work using Bing data [68], we compare Bing and
Google queries to evaluate the representativeness of Bing data.

Search trends over time. First, we compare daily search interest
in the US over our studied time period from February 1 to August
31, 2021. Google Trends provides normalized search interest over
time on Google, such that 100 represents the peak popularity for
that time period, 50 means the term is half as popular, and 0 means
“there was not enough data for this term.” To match this, for a given
query, we compute the total number of times it was searched on
Bing in the US per day, then we divide by the maximum number
and multiply by 100. Again, we apply 1-week smoothing to both
the Bing and Google time series. We do not correct the Bing time
series with Bing coverage here, since we cannot correct the Google
time series with Google coverage, and we want the time series to
be constructed as similarly as possible.

We evaluate 30 of the most common vaccine intent queries, in-
cluding [cvs covid vaccine] and [covid vaccine �nder].4 We observe
strong Pearson correlations, with a median correlation of A = 0.95
(90% CI, 0.88-0.99) (Figure A4a). These correlations are similar to
those reported by Suh et al. [68], who conduct an analogous lon-
gitudinal analysis comparing Bing and Google search trends on
COVID-related queries and report correlations from A = 0.86 to

4We identify 30 representative vaccine intent queries from the top 100 vaccine intent
queries, where we choose one standard query for each pharmacy that appears (e.g.,
[cvs covid vaccine]) and one for each location-seeking query (e.g., [covid vaccine near
me]), and drop variants such as [cvs covid vaccines] and [covid 19 vaccine near me].

0.98. Remaining discrepancies between Bing and Google are likely
due to di�erences in the populations using these search engines, as
well as potential unreported details on how Google normalizes their
search interest trends (e.g., Google may be normalizing di�erently
for [covid vaccine near me], which shows unusual peaks in Google
trends and is the the only query for which we do not observe a
strong correlation).

Search trends across states. Google also provides normalized
search interest across US states, where search interest is de�ned as
the fraction of searches from that state that match the query and
search interest is normalized across regions such that 100 represents
maximum popularity. To imitate this process, we �rst assign each
vaccine intent query to a state based on where the query originated.
Then, we approximate the total number of queries (all queries, not
just vaccine intent) from each state by summing over the query
counts of the active users assigned to each state. We compute the
fraction of queries from each state that match the query, then we
divide by the maximum fraction and multiply by 100 to normalize
across states.

We observe strong Pearson correlations in this analysis too, with
a median correlation of A = 0.95 (90% CI, 0.57-0.99) across the same
30 vaccine intent queries (Figure A4b). The correlations tend to be
stronger on the pharmacy-speci�c queries, where certain regions
dominate, compared to general location-seeking queries such as
[covid vaccine near me], which are trickier since they follow less
obvious geographical patterns. For the pharmacy-speci�c queries,
we also observe substantial heterogeneity in terms of which region
dominates. For example, [publix covid vaccine] is more popular in
southern states, with Florida exhibiting the maximum normalized
search interest on Google (100), followed by Georgia (26) and South
Carolina (20). Meanwhile, [cvs covid vaccine] is more popular in the
Northeast, with the top states beingMassachusetts (100), New Jersey
(96), Rhode Island (90), and Connecticut (65). These di�erences,
re�ected in the Bing search trends too, once again highlight the need
for regional awareness and representativeness when developing
our vaccine intent classi�er.

A3 ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
State-level demographic trends in vaccine intent. To investigate

more granular demographic trends, we measure correlations per
state (only including the ZCTAs in the state) for the 10 largest
states in the US. For this �ner-grained analysis, we drop percent
Republican, since we only have vote share at the county-level, but
we keep all other demographic variables, which we have per ZCTA.
We �nd that correlations are mostly consistent in sign across states,
but the magnitude di�ers signi�cantly (Figure A5). For example, the
positive correlation with percent 65 and over is around 2x as high in
Florida as it is in the second highest states, re�ecting the large senior
population in Florida and the push for seniors to get vaccinated.
In most states, we also see positive correlations for percent Asian
and percent White, and negative correlations for percent Black
and percent Hispanic, aligning with prior research on racial and
ethnic disparities in COVID-19 vaccination rates [51, 63]. Positive
and negative correlations for race are particularly strong in certain
states, including New York and Florida for percent White/Black,
and California and New York for percent Hispanic.
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(a) US search trends over time.

(b) Search trends across states.

Figure A4: Comparing search trends on Google vs. Bing for 30 of the most common vaccine intent queries.
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Figure A5: Correlations between ZCTA vaccine intent rate and demographic variables, for the 10 largest US states. Error bars
indicate 95% CIs.

Changes in demographic trends over time. To evaluate changes
in demographic trends over time, we separate ZCTAs into top
and bottom quartiles, e.g., based on ZCTA median income, and
compute each quartile’s daily proportion of users showing their �rst
vaccine intent. Then, computing the ratio of the top quartile’s over
bottom quartile’s time series reveals changes in demographic trends
over time. For example, we estimate that older ZCTAs were much
likelier to seek the vaccine early in 2021 but this trend fell over time
(Figure A6a), re�ecting how the US vaccine rollout �rst prioritized
seniors then expanded to general eligibility [4, 38]. We also see an
increase in vaccine intent from more Republican ZCTAs in summer
2021 (Figure A6b), re�ecting new calls from Republican leaders
to get vaccinated [64] and a self-reported uptick in vaccinations
among Republicans [62].

Examples of URL clusters. To construct our ontology of vaccine
concerns, we begin by automatically partitioning URLs into clus-
ters, using the Louvain community detection algorithm [12] on the
collapsed URL-URL graph. We �nd that our automatic approach
produces remarkably coherent clusters, with each cluster covering
a distinct topic. The cluster annotations are provided in the ontol-
ogy that we release, with URLs mapped to 156 unique clusters. We
provide a sample of the clusters in Table A3, listing each cluster’s
most frequently clicked URLs and top query, which we obtain by
summing over all queries that led to clicks on URLs in the cluster.
From the top query and URLs, we observe distinct topics covered
in each cluster: one on CDC masking guidelines after vaccination,
one on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), one
about religious exemptions for COVID-19 vaccine requirements,
and one about side e�ects of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine.

Holdout concerns across demographic groups. We conduct an ad-
ditional analysis to analyze variation in holdout concerns across
demographic groups. For a given demographic variable, we com-
pute its median value across all ZCTAs, split holdouts into those
from ZCTAs above the median versus those from ZCTAs below the

median, then compare the vaccine concerns of those two groups of
holdouts (by measuring their click ratios). We �nd signi�cant vari-
ability across demographic groups in terms of holdout concerns (Fig-
ure A7). Compared to holdouts from more Republican-leaning ZC-
TAs, holdouts from more Democrat-leaning ZCTAs were far more
interested in requirements around employee mandates and vac-
cine proof, which may be because jurisdictions run by Democrats
were likelier to have vaccine requirements [9, 69] while several Re-
publican governors in fact banned such requirements. Meanwhile,
holdouts from more Republican-leaning ZCTAs were more inter-
ested in eerie vaccine fears, fears of vaccine-caused deaths, and
vaccine incentives. We also �nd that, compared to holdouts from
lower-income ZCTAs, holdouts from higher-income ZCTAs were
signi�cantly more interested in vaccine requirements, vaccine rates,
and anti-vaccine messages from experts and high-pro�le �gures,
while holdouts from lower-income ZCTAs were more interested in
vaccine incentives and religious concerns about the vaccine.
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(a) Top and bottom quartiles for percent 65 and over. (b) Top and bottom quartiles of percent Republican.

Figure A6: We quantify changes over time in demographic trends by estimating average vaccine intent rates per quartile over
time (top) and computing their percent di�erence (bottom).

#
URLs

Top query Top URLs %
Clicks

206 [cdc mask guide-
lines]

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdc-mask-guidelines-covid-vaccine 8.0

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2021/p0308-vaccinated-guidelines.html 6.9
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2021/05/13/covid-vaccine-cdc-variant-fda-clots-
world-health-organization/5066504001

4.5

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/13/us/cdc-mask-guidelines-vaccinated.html 4.4
139 [vaers database https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/monitoring/vaers/index.html 17.0

covid-19] https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/07/22/vaers-whistleblower-45000-dead-from-covid-
19-vaccines-within-3-days-of-vaccination-sparks-lawsuit-against-federal-government

6.8

https://www.theburningplatform.com/2021/07/03/latest-cdc-vaers-data-show-reported-
injuries-surpass-400000-following-covid-vaccines

5.7

https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/08/20/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-8-13-
2021

4.9

137 [religious exemp-
tion

https://www.verywellfamily.com/religious-exemptions-to-vaccines-2633702 16.5

for covid-19 vacci-
nation]

https://www.�sherphillips.com/news-insights/religious-objections-to-mandated-covid-19-
vaccines-considerations-for-employers.html

5.1

https://www.law360.com/articles/1312230/employers-should-plan-for-vaccine-religious-
exemptions

3.9

https://www.kxly.com/who-quali�es-for-a-religious-exemption-from-the-covid-19-vaccine 3.3
113 [johnson and

johnson
https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/side-e�ects-johnson-johnson-vaccine/109505 20.3

side e�ects] https://www.healthline.com/health/vaccinations/immunization-complications 8.1
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/these-are-the-side-e�ects-from-the-johnson-and-
johnson-covid-19-vaccine/ar-bb1f03fq

4.3

https://www.healthline.com/health-news/mild-vs-severe-side-e�ects-from-the-johnson-and-
johnson-covid-19-vaccine-what-to-know

4.3

Table A3: The 4 highest-modularity clusters with at least 100 URLs. For each cluster, we provide its number of URLs, its most
frequent query, its top 4 URLs (by click frequency), and percentage of clicks over all clicks on URLs in the cluster that the URL
accounts for.
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Figure A7: Variability in holdout concerns across demographic groups. For each demographic variable (e.g., percent Republican),
we compare the concerns of holdouts from ZCTAs above the variable’s median versus holdouts from ZCTAs below the median.
Subcategories are ordered from most holdout-leaning to most early adopter-leaning, following Figure 7c. Error bars indicate
bootstrapped 95% CIs.
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